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NEW KIDS IN TOWN

QUITE FRANKLY

Orientation gives new
students jump on college ·
life; ice cream social a hit

Former volleyball standout Jenny Fr·a nk returns as·
.coach; Speraw adds assistant -sEESPORTs,As

-SEE NEWS,A2

.,•

FREE • Published Mondays during summer

www.UCFnews.com • Monday,June 5,2006
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Suspect in pub slaying arrested
On~ person killed, one injured Tuesday morning outsi~e Donnelly's Ptib riear UCF
County , and was
being held in jail
there, according to
Sgt Carlos Torres of
Orange County law-enforcethe Orange County
ment authorities have identified
Sheriff's
Office.
Eduardo Gonzalez, 18, as a suspect .
in the killing ofan 18-year-old WmGonzalez
was
ter Springs man outside Donnelly's Eduardo Gonzalez refusing to speak to
investigators, TorPub, a popular hangout for UCF
students, early Tuesday morning.
res said It was not known when
Gonzalez was arrested in Volusia Gonzalez would be brought to

THOMAS HOEFER
Staff Writer

Orange Cotlnty.
According to witnesses, the man
fatally shot, Jamie Adair, and another man began arguing about 9:30
last Monday night inside Donnelly's
Pub, at 3910 S. Alafaya Trail. The
man wrongly accused Adair of
spilling beer on him, witnesses say.
Donnelly's management had the
other man and two friends removed
from the bar, according to Jim

Solomons, OSCO public information officer.
The Orlando Sentinel reported
that Adair and two friends left the
bar between midnight and 1 a.m.,
and that the other man and his
friends were waiting for Adair outside.
·~verbal and physical argument
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Audition - Daryn Kahn

Run Time: 02, 17

Aud1t1on Chp

Genre:

Document

Added: 05/08/06
Plays: 0
Rating: 11111
V ideo 2 of 4

FuU Sail, Film Production: casting's Late.lit etog fntrv f S\Jbscrlbc to this
S log·
\ View All Blog Entrlcs .

nm l'rOdU<.t.lon: Qlstl!lll'S ISIUrb!f
ull Sall: MySpace - Otstlng - profile. If you are unaware of wtiat f ull Sall Is, check out
I.com. The Full Sall film program Is ranked In the Top 5 l'tlm SChOOls In the Nation. ~adl
casting c.alls f or v artous stUclent i!lind Independent filmm aker producttons. w e shoot on 16
and dlglt'dl video. For m~'t or the Student ftlms you wllt receive the finished product on
you <.:.an

~e

the movte

po~-ters

cre1Jted fur our Ffnaf Student ProdU<.t lons. We have re<:en

avallable for you to purcn.ase OOllne. In any size vou would llke.
sing thts MySpace profile to announce upcom ing casting calls f or our prO<luctJons.. Jf you
II

COURTESY OF FULL SAIL

Full Sail uses MySpace to connect actors and filmmakers. Site serves as a
bulletin board for acting community.

)

Full Sail gets
the word out
with MySpace
School uses social Web site to
find acting talent for films

1

ANDREW VANWART
Staff Writer

,)

UCF students win contest, get chance to create video game
ERIC GRIMMER

,\

Contributing Writer

Five UCF digital media students, collectively known as Zombie Kill Studios,
have just three weeks to create an ohline
game after beating out nine other teams
in the Red Bull Build video game contest.
The contest required teams of college
undergraduates to submit video game
proposals baseq on the Red Bull X-Fighters, a freestyle motocross competition
sponsored by Red Bull that features dirt
bike riding.

UCF students Sara Raasch. Christian
Franqui. Alex Hodgkiss, Gabriel Mariani,
and Bobby Nettles heard about the competition from UCF digital media professor Erick Vick, who sent out an e-mail to
potentially interested digital media students.
Then the members of Zombie Kill Studios took a collective step forward, threw
a collective hand in the air, and agreed to
represent the UCF digital media program

in the contest.
They had a month and half to prepare
a document that contained a game summary, control layout, sample art, sample
code, and unique elements of their Flash
game to be judged by the Red Bull Creative Marketing team and other iQ.dustry
professionals.
The result was "X-Fighters Mayhem,"
PLEASE SEE
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To get the word out to the acting community,
one Full Sail director uses MySpace.com.
"MySpace is the best networking tool since
Napster," said Mike Wotherspoon, course director
for Pre-Production and Casting. He is in charge of
organizing casting calls for film productions at
Full Sail.
"I want actors to know that they can be able to
see all of the upcoming casting calls and what th~
parts are. It saves people time," Wotherspoon said
about the general purpose of the MySpace weo
page, which currently has over 280 subscribers.
Casting is not arranged directly on the sit~
itself. Instead, the site, which has been functional
for just over a week. is designed to serve as a bul~
letin board for displaying specific casting calls to
the acting community.
•
There is no specific information currently
;ivailable regarding either current production
projects or when the next casting call will be.
However, the site does promise that this informa;
tion will b e available in the near future.
•
Once subscribed as a "friend" to the site, actors
will receive electronic bulletins on their MySpace
homepage with casting information about Full
Sail's current productions. Bulletins generallJt
include characteristics such as body type, age, eth:·
nicity, and other specific information relating to
the type of actor needed .
·
This new system, Wotherspoon said, is a way to
eliminate ambiguity.
:
·~SO-year-old grandmother could come [to ~
audition] and we'd be like, 'We don't need any SO-·
year-old grandmothers,'" he said
·
·
Full Sail's casting page resembles any other
MySpace page, with numerous boxes of scattered
information. It also features four different movie.
PLEASE SEE
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Legislative highlights

Legislature approves medical school, tuition increases

• UCF received $40 million for operational increases and $16.5 million for
enrollment growth.
• Gov.Jeb Bush signed a bill approving
the creation of a UCF medical school.
·Undergraduate tuition 3 percent raise
and out of state tuition 5-1Opercent
raise approved.
• $4 million was allocated for enhancements in life sciences.
• Full-time UCF employees 3 percent
pay raise approved.

$40 million earmarked for increases in operating costs, $16.5 million for enrollment growth
ILEANA LLORENS
Contributing Writer

UCF rece ived about $40 million
for operational increases in funding,
at May's state legislative session.
·
Gov. Jeb Bush signed a bill approving the creation of a mellical school.
Bush and legi.s lature also approved
construction that will complete the
Burnett Biomedical Science Building.
The legislature also designated $4
million for enhancements in UCF's
life sciences and other areas.

Dan Holsenbeck. vice president of
university relations at UCF, views this
l.e gislation among the most b eneficial ·
to the university and its plann~d m edical school
Consquction at UCF is primarily
financed by private companies. The
university reimburse s the company .
over a p eriod of time until the facilities have b een paid off, officially
b ecoming campus property. These
flexible bonding policies have been
highly ·successful in the past. In
response to this success, the state leg-

isfature instilled regulations that
would ensure the use of this m ethod
for future construction projects, such
as the football stadium.
The legislature provided additional funds for adding and expanding
UCF's schools, institutes, and centers
such as the Cente r for Autism and
Related Disabilities, which has been
providing services for caregivers and
students with autism since 1999.
Financial support was also
approve d to compensate for utility
cost increases, such as electricity.

Tuition money that would have othe rwise b een used to cover utilities
can now be put toward other university expenses such as hiring, Holsen-.
beck said
About $16.5 million was provided'
for enrollment growth. UCF is one ot
the fastest growing universities in the
state and is expecting about 7,'900
new students for the 2006-2007
school year, according to the Office of
Undergraduate Admissions. The
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AROUND

CAMPUS
News and notices for
the UCF community

nee dasses over the summer
The UCF Conservatory
eatre will be offering a
mmer dance class, Tap I,
· g Session B, June 26 to
gust 4,-6 p.m. to 7:50 p.m.,
onday through Thursday.
For more information and
determine eligibility, e-mail
e head of the dap.ce departent, Brian Vernon, at bvern@mail.ucf.edu

nds-on resume workshop
Looking for an internship
job? Bring a draft of your
sume at 10 a.m. to 10:45 am
esday, to the Care~r
ource Center in the Ferrell
mmons building Room 185.
There will be a hands-on
st&me workshop designed to
ach students writing techques that can help them tart employers.
For more information, call
·e Ware at 407-823-2361.

ver-letter workshop from CRC
· The Career Resource Cenr is offering a cover-letter
rkshop on from 11 am. to
a.m. Tuesday in the Fer11 Commons building Room
Bring a draft of your cover
er to this hands-on workop and learn techniques to
Ip you find the job you're
ldngfor.
For more information, call
·e Ware at 407-823-2361.

FS weekly meeting Tuesday
The United Christian Facand Staff are holding their
ekly meeting from noon to
.m. Tuesday. The meeting
.be held in Library room
. A discussion will be led by
endy Bolyard
For more information, eDavid Metcalf at
fs@m.ai1.uc£edu

search strategies workshop
The Career Resource Cenis offering a job search
ategies workshop from 3
to 3:45 p.m. Tuesday. The
rkshop will teach students
eful . skills for getting
epted into their career
ld.
For more information, call
·e Ware at 407-823-2361.

-time university jobs
Course Development &
b Services is offering parte jobs. Positions include:
chrangers,
Assistant
tructional Designer, and
istant Instructional Techlogist
All positions being offered
olve working with fulle staff and assisting in
jects that support faculty
d students with online
satUCF.
Requisites include profesnal communication and
erior people skills. Applits must be willing to
come and active and vital
member.
For more information, visit
://cdws.ucf.edu

LET US KNOW
The Future wants to hear
m you! If you have a club,
anization or event and
t your information to be
idered for the Around
pus column, send a fax to
7-447-4556 or an e-mail to
·tor@ucfnews.com. Deades are 5 p.m. Tuesday for the
ursday edition, and 5 p.m.
day for the Monday edition.

0-Team ushers in new students
UCF orientation defines student expectations with ice-cream social, pool party, campus tour
MICHAEL NORRIS
Contributing Writer

For Student Orientation
Coordinator Kali Titus, watching hundreds of freshmen
learning the ins and outs of
UCF at the fi~st orientation of
the summer was only half the
reward
Seeing her team of 28 student leaders, called 0-Teamers,
answering parents' questions
and mentoring incoming students - and having the time of
their lives while doing it - was
the other half of the reward
"It was amazing," 0-Teamer
Xylene Almanza said, after
working with incoming freshmen for more than 12 hours on
Mayl5.
That ()rientation was the
first ofl6 this summer in which
an estimated 4,000 of UCF's
incoming students will forge
friendships, learn the UCF
fight song and race to put
together a perfect class schedule in two days.
Almanza said she and the 20
incoming freshmen assigned
to her group, Almanza's
Almonds, spent their time
together just "talking back and
forth and interacting" as she
taught them everything she
knew about UCF.
"Everything I wanted out of
0-Tearil when I first applied, I
got it here tonight," Almanza
said, waving goodbye to students she mentored throughout the day.
.
Titus, a human J,"esources
management student, helped

recruit this year's 0-Team. Grossman of Clearwater,
Hearing experiences like described orientation as · "a
Almanza's is what makes her very thorough and enlightenjob as a student coordinator .ing experience."
worthwhile, she said
Throughouf the day incom"It's rewarding. to see their ing students like Grossman
transition from the application and Zoellner got a sneak peek
and interview process to a at what their next four years at
bunch of trained paraprofes- UCF will be like. 0-Teamers
sional 0-Teamers we· have took them on campus tours,
now," Titus said.
showed them the ropes ofUCF
Aside from training the 0- and also gave students advice
Teamers
with
on how to stay
the help of her
on frack and
counterpart
graduate..
coordinator Jon
After the first
Earnest, Titus
day of orientaalso oversees an
tion incoming
ice-cream social
freshman·Steven
Conforti made
in the Pegasus
Ballroom during
plans . to "stay
orientations,
focused
in
where new ·stuschool" during
dents can check
the . next four
out clubs they
years.
may want to join
Other freshin the future.
men, however,
Director of
made plans to
Orientation Serfocus on more
than just classvices Joe Ritchie
was
overwork.
whelmed by the
George Mul-JENJACOBS lenax of New
club turnout at
INCOMING FRESHMAN Port Richey will
the
ice-cream
social
and
be living on
thought it was a big success.
campus for his first semester
"I'm ecstatic to see so many this summer. MWlenax is not
clubs and so many students only "looldng forward to being
getting involved and connect- part of the UCF community on
ed right away," he said.
campus,'' but also to the "parties and girls" that ·come with
Students were also excited.
"It was so much fun that I it.
felt like a kid in a candy shop,''
For orientation student
said incoming freshman Austin Megan Incorvin, her time at
Zoellner after the social.
orientation reaffirmed her
Zoellner's friend, Brett decision to choose UCF over

Florida State University. She
admits her decision to become
a Knight was based largely on
UCF's appearance.
"It's like a country club,"
Incorvin said. "It's so ·p retty
and it's new:'
,
Orientation also served as a
wake-up call for many students
that a major change in their life
is just around the comer.
"It's scary to be a freshman,"
Jen Jacobs said the day before
her orientation started ''You're
not comfortable yet. It's scary
but exciting."
Jacobs is excited about the
newfound freedom that comes
with moving away from home
and "not having your mom call
youat2am."
Looking forward, Jacobs
plans to join a: sorority and participate in the LEAD Scholars
program because, she said, "I
like being busy and meeting
new people."
Jacobs' desire to get
involved is music to 0-Teamer
Aisha Roberts' ears. She said
her goal as an 0-Teamer is simple: "I want them to love UCF."
At a pool party held before
the orientation session started,
undeclared student Steven Farber was well on his way to
doing just that. Though not .
sure exactly what to expect
over his next four years, Farber·
felt confident he was in for a
good time.
'
"This is fun,'' he said while
watching his fellow new
Knights plunge into UCF's
resort-style leisure pool. "It's.
just all new.to me, I guess:•

NATION&
WORLD
Keep current with headlines
you may have missed

b~t exciting.'~

•

Peru runoff could determine
whether country joins leftist shift

LIMA, Peru - Peruvians
voting in Sunday's presidential
elections chose between a former leader hoping to erase
memories of his disastrous
first administration and a fiery
newcomer pl~dging to punish
a corrupt establishment.
Alan Garcia, 57, whose 19851990 presidency left Peru in
economic ruin, faces Ollanta
Humala, 43, a nationalist
retired army officer enthusiasendorsed
by
tically
Venezuela's anti-American
President Hugo Chavez.
Garcia, a moderate leftist,
has made it clear he will not be
ari ally of the Venezuelan president, whom he has labeled "a
midget dictator with a big wallet." Chavez in turn has called
Garcia "a genuine thief: a demagogue, a liar."
Garcia says·he prefers good
relations with socialist presidents such as Brazil's Luiz Inacio Lula da Silva and Chile's
Michelle Bachelet, who "guarantee democracy, respect for
institutions and tolerance."
Humala's radical, anti-system rhetoric resonates among
niany of the country's poor the majority of them darkskinned mestizos - who feel
they have not benefited from
the country's democracy and
free-market economy. Economic growth that averaged
5.5 percent over the past four
years but the poverty rate
dropped just 2 percentage
points to 52 percent.
Before voting, Garcia met
with reporters over breakfast,
urging voters to reject authoritarianism.
"Today is an affirmation of
time came to find a job.
some internship in some doesn't fit the societal mode for
JENNIFER ALVIRA
democracy,"
he said "I hope a
·
a journalist." News reporting
She ·is the youngest person unknown town."
Contributing writer
new
chapter
of greater ecoon the Sentinel's metro desk,
During her inter:o.ships lacks excitement if everybody
nomic growth with more jobs
Being a reporter isn't about but said she hopes to one day Deluzuriaga said she wasn't a already knows What's hapfor Peruvians will open for us,
very good journalism student. pened, he said. There should be
the money, it's about writing an gain more authority.
with more social justice, and I
unbelievable story, an Orlando
Deluzuriaga's journalism Instead, she frequently skipped some .great hidden truth
hope it brings us greater liberSentinel reporter told a UCF experiences haven't always class to go sailing.
revealed.
·
ty."
. journalism class Wednesday.
been glamourous. Her first
The university she.attended
Deluzuriaga graduated from
The latest polls released
"I love leaving the office at internship for The 'lico Times in wanted students to get their the "hardcore" journalism
Friday showed Garcia with a
the end of the day knowing that Costa Rica included watching a first internship starting in the school at Northwestern Uniclear but shrinking lead ove:r
I know something that nobody · spay and neuter marathon.
summer of freshman year.
versity. She has been in charge
Humala, a mestizo with a midelse knows and that people are
She thought her second
Although
Deluzuriaga of covering Florida's state unidle-class upbringing by a
going to pick up the paper internship for the U.S. Virgin admitted to skipping class in versity system since August. , fiercely nationalist father.
tomorrow and go 'shit, how did Islands' St, Croix Avis would be college, students admired her Her areas of concentration
Under Peruvian law the surshe know that,"' reporter Tania on a friendly island, but instead accomplishments.
include topics such as politics,
veys
cannot be legally· pub"She is what every aspiring academics and student life.
Deluzurlaga said.
she described it as a "ciime pit"
lished
by Peru or on the InterMany . students just don't journalist should be,'' said news
The students laughed, all
"I get to deal with people
net before Sunday's runoff
seven of them. Deluzuriaga know what's available to them reporting student Nathan Cur- close to my own age who are
Humala and .G arcia qualispoke to the small class of in terms of internships, tis. "I know that's what I want to usually pretty ambitious, which ·
fied
for the runoff by coming
be."
News Reporting students in the Deluzuriaga said.
is kind of fun," Deluzuriaga
in
first
and second respectiveFiserv building on UCF's SanNews reporting student
Curtis said he liked knowing said.
ly
among
20 candidates in the
you
can
have
fun
with
reporting
Matt Morrison couldn't believe
Deluzuriaga said that not
ford/Lake Mary campus.
first
round
of voting on April
Internshj.ps prepared her for the number of internship possi- and not have to be serious all everyone enjoys their jobs.
9.
her current job. She spent time bilities available and said the time. He likes the "wackier, However, if stories aren't interexperiences crazier stuff."
at three newspapers, gaining Deluzuriaga's
esting, she added, neither the
Top U.S. military officer pledges
Morrison said Deluzuriaga reader nor the writer enjoys
some out-of-classroom experi- exposed him to new possibilithorough probe into kil6ngs
seemed intelligent and knows them. 'Write about what interence. Deluzuriaga said her ties.
SINGAPORE - The top
"She
really
blew
internships
exactly
where
her
life's
path
is
ests
you,
write
in
ways
that
three internships at The Tico
U.S.
military officer pledged a
interest you,'' she said. "You
Times, St. Croix Avis, and the out of the water with going to going.
thorough
investigation into
Costa Rica,'' Morrison said. "I
"She had some really great learn a lot and that's what
Milwauke~ Journal Sentinel
the
alleged
massacre of Iraqi
thought
I
was
just
going
to
get
advice,'' Morrison said. "She makes it worth it."
made her stand out when the
citizens in Haditha by
Marines, saying it is important
to avoid a rush to judgment. .
Gen. Peter Pace, chairman
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff,
acknowledged that the allegaHigh:91°
~Tuesday
TODAY IN DETAIL
tions involving the deaths of ·
Low:739
~ MOSTLYSUNNY
about two dozen Iraqis have
Today: Mostly sunny with scatterea
.
.
raised concerns among Iraqi
thunderstorms as the day progresses.
T-STORMS
officials
and in the U.S.
Winds west-southwest at 10to 15
High:92°
you
don't want to have
"But
High: 89° Low: 72° mph.
the
emotions
of the day weigh
Low:74°
Tonight: ~artly cloudywith isolated
~ PARTLY CLOUDY
thunderstorms.
PLEASESEE NATION ON A4

"It's scary to
bea
freshman.
You're not
comfortable
yet. It's scary
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RIPPE LIFESTYLE INSTITUTE
at Florida Hospital Celebration Health
is conducting a study comparing the
effects of sweetened beverages on
energy regulation. We are now
recruiting women.•

Participants Receive
• $300.00

PLATINUM KEY REALTY, INC.
RENTAL PROPERTIES
LEASE TO OWN & ROOMMATES WELCOME
GET A FREE $25 GAS CARD WITH A SIGNED LEASE
4755 Waterside Pt. Cir. ·Orlando, FL 32829

•
•

Health Screening
Complete Blood Work
To qualify you must be female,
overweight, between 20-60 ye.;rs
ofage and ot!Jerwise healthy.
You must be able to participate
In 2ovemig!lt stays.

Office: 407-275-2937 ·Fax: 877-791 -8349
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•
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OVER 20 GTl'S IN STOCK
SPECIAL LEASE PLAN AS LOW AS

:~
1·

~

PER MONTH+
MONTHLY TAX .
FOR 48 MONTHS

I.

I

.I

•

P/lo<ks, P/Wnlows, Tih, Cruise, Keyless
· Remote, CD, And Muc:h, Much More!!

'

•
•

New Jetta rated as a "Best.
Pick" in Side Impact Test.

* 48 mo. lease plus tax. Total di.le at signing is $249

which includes security deposit, PLUS first payment +
TT&l. See dealer for details. leasing W.A.C thru
Volkswagen Credit. Expires 06/30/06

•• iiiiililii

- Based On Insurance Institute for Highway Safety Side Impact Test

I I

-~

PER MONTH +
MONTHLY TAX
FOR 48 MONTHS

Auto, Air, 6-Disc CD Changer, P/Windows,
P/lo<ks, Alloy Wheels, Sunroof, Loaded!

* 48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $297 which includes security deposit, PLUS first payment + TJ&l. See

dealer for details. leasing W.A.C thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 06/30/06

280hp Now In Stock!

•
•
•

LEASE FOR

$299

PER MONTH+
MONTHLY TAX .
FOR 48 MONTHS

P/locks, P/Windo\Ys, Tih,
Cruise, Keyless Remote, CD
and Much More!

* 48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at sig]1ing is $299 which includes security deposit. PLUS first
payment + TT&l. See dealer for details. leasing W.A.C thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires ~6/30/06

• 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain warrantv

•

.
,.

...

CENTRAL FL's ONLY WOLFSBURG CREST CLUB MEMBER
We Con Assist You With:

~FIRST TIME
BUYER

f!i{ COLLEGE-GRAD
, PROGRAM

rsr

Drivers wanted~

CREDIT
PROBLEMS

VW CERTIFIED w/2YR, 24,000 MILE FACTORY WARRANlY, All LIKE NEW - Pre-Owned All WITH AFFORDABLE PAYMENTS (Purchase or l.eose) .

..

Al• •1• · •Tl.._,,,11 :1- ! 4 1
'V'·t 11 I-<* •VVA* et
N

4175

S~

HVVY 17-92

SERVICE
DEPT OPEN
SAT 9-5

j

i
!

M-F 9-9 SAT 9-8 SUN 11 -6 • NEXT TO FLEA WORLD {SANFORD)

407--365-3300
I

•

visit our website

aristocratvw.com ·

NATION & WORLD

HIGHER
EDUCATION
What's in the news at
colleges around the country

Scholal'Ship awarded in memory

c~f strangled student

r NEW YORK ·- A class!piate of Imette St. Guillen, the
i.graduate student who was
iPrutally killed earlier ·this
nrear, was awarded a scholar~p inher memory Sunday at
~ohn Jay College of Criminal
.Justice.
1 "Tirrough this scholarship
1and iJ:1. many other ways,
{lmette's passion to challenge
and change a broken society
twill not end with her death,"
Johanna King Vespe said
c Vespe, 22, a second-year
1master's student at John Jay, ·
was awarded a $12,500 schol~ship created to honor the
memory of St. Guillen, whose
[body was found dumped in a
Jdesolate section of Brooklyn
pn Feb. 25 after she was raped,
ptrangled and suffocated
f
St. Guillen's mother, Mau;reen, and sister, Alejandra,
jllet Vespe at a reception. The
women were to accept a
~osthumous degree for St.
(Guillen at graduation cereµionies on Monday.
: After completing the mas~er's program, Vespe hopes to
pursue a doctorate in crimiaal justiee. She wants to contluct research on violence
~gainst women and on pro~ to.prepan: inmates for
:re-entry mto society.
j John Jay President Jeremy
<l'ravis said Sunday's event
~ "bittersweet."
~olleges across country join in
~ffort to conserve energy

, NORTHFIELD, Minn. ln the shadow of Carleton·
~ollege's majestic wind tur1,ine, Daniel Pulver has
:;ooked up an idea for creating even more renewable
~nergy: turning used cafeteria
iJil into fuel for cars.
; Across town at St. Olaf
::::ollege, Da~ Burtness has
!1er own project: Growing
pesticide-free food for the
lchool cafeteria. In turn, cafe:eria waste goes to a com'oster that will eventually
:hum out· nourishment for
he college's agricultural
~elds and planting beds.
: Aµd in Massachusetts, at
imith College, a $5.7 million
:o-generation plant is expect~d to save $870 thousand in
ossil fuels and electricity.
rhe project includes a gas
urbine generator that will
>roduce the college's electricty and a heat recovery steam .
~enerator to capture heat
hat's normally wasted
The projects are just a
.mall slice of increasing
~fforts nationwide by univer.ities and colleges, large and
.mall, seeking to become
nore "sustainable"-while
aving money.
Walton, with the Associaion for the Advancement of
iustainability in Higher Edu:ation, said more than 600
chools in the U.S. and Cana1,a have some sort""'of sustain1bility effort under way. Julian
)autremont-Smith, associate
lirector of AASHE, said the
mmber could be well over
,000 when individual cam•us greening projects are
onsidered

onner school superintendent
relps grant college wishes
SPARTA, N.C. - John
Voodruff told Alleghany
:ounty students that if they
ried hard and made good
rades that each of them
muld get at least one scholrship for college.
Former U.S. Sen. John
:dwards · made headlines
ecently when he delivered
300,000 in scholarships to
igh-school
seniors
in:
;reene County. But for the
ast 26 years, Woodruff, a for'ler Alleghany County
:::hool superintendent, has
uietly helped hundreds of
Jleghany County residents
ay for college. His Alleghany
ducational Foundation Inc.
as raised more than $1.7 milon.
This year, the foundation
warded more than $76,000
) 44 graduating seniors~
!ractly half of the members
f the senior class at
lleghany County High
chool. Every senior who
;>plies and is accepted to a
vo-year or four-year college
~ts a scholarship of at least
,,000.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Attendees to the service for Laura VanRyn leave the service in Kentwood, Mich., Sunday.
The 22-year-old student mistakenly was believed to have survived a deadly van crash.
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into the process,'' Pace told
the Associated Press in an
interview Sunday. "We need
to stick with our judicial
process. We want to be sure
that it moves forward without
any influence."
Pace said it is not clear
exactly what happened last
November when as many as
two dozen Iraqis were killed
during a U.S. attack.
U.S. military investigators
have evidence that points
toward unprovoked murders
by the Marin~s. a senior U.S.
defense official said last week.
Iraq said last week it was
undertaking its oviin investigation. Prime Min:ister Nouri alMaliki sharply cri~icized the
conduct of U.S. troops in Iraq
and said what occurred in
Haditha "appeats to be a horrible crime."
U.S. Secretary of State
' Condoleezza Rice, in broadcast intemews Sunday in
Washington, said ''American
forces are the solution here,
not the problem" and promised that in the Haditha investigations, ''We'll get to the bottom of it.'' At the same time,
she spoke of the difficulty in
fighting· insurgents "when
they can hide among the civilian population." .
Over the weekend, Pace
joined U.S. Defense Secretary
Donald H. Rumsfeld at a conference of defense leaders in
Southeast Asia. In some countries in the region with sizable
Muslim populations, the war
in Iraq has soured attitudes
toward the U.S.

Mourners to gather at memorial
for student in identity mix-up

· more often.

The results of the survey at
Cornell and · Princeton are
similar to other estimates on
this frightening' 'behavior.
Counselors say it's happening
at colleges, high schools and
middle schools across the
country.
Sarah Rodey, 20, a University of Illinois student who
. started cutting herself at age
16, said some online sites help
socially isolated kids feel like
they belong. One of her
favorites includes graphic
photographs that the site
warns might be "triggering."
"I saw myself in some of
those pictures, in the poems.
And because I saw myself
there, I wanted to connect to it
better" by self-injuring, Rodey
said
The Web sites, recent
books and media coverage are
pulijng back the curtain on .t he
secretive practice and helping
researchers better understand
why some as·young as gradeschoolers do it.
"You're tcying to get people
to !mow that you're hurting,
and at the same time, it pushes them away'' because the
behavior is ~o distressing, said
Rodey, who has been diagnosed with bipolar disqrder.
The latest prevalence estimate comes from an analysis
of responses from 2,875 randomly selected male and
female undergraduate.s and
graduate students at C@rnell
and Princeton who completed
an Internet-based mental
health survey.
Seventeen percent said
they had purposely injured
themselves; among those, 70
percent had done so multiple
times. The estimate is comparable to previous reports on
U.S. adolescents and young
adults, but slightly higher than
studies of high school students in Australia and the
United Kingdom
The study appears in this
month's issue of Pediatrics,
released Monday. Cornell psychologist Janis Whitlock, the
study's main author, also led
the Web site research, published in April in Developmental Psychology.
Among the Ivy ~ague students who harmed themselves, about half said they'd
experienced sexual, emotional or physical abuse.

ADA, Mich. After
believing for more than a
month that Laura VanRyn survived a van crash that killed
five people, her friends and
relatives were gathering Sunday to remember the young
woman who was misidentified in a tragic mix-up. ,
VanRyn's family.planned to
exhume the 22-year-old college senior's body, which was
buried April 30 under a tomb.stone .with the name of her
classmate, Whitney Cerak.
Members of Cerak's family,
however, ''have experienced a
resurrection of sorts, and we
can rejoice .with them," he
said
About 180 miles to the New dru~s offer promise in fight
north in Cerak's hometown of against IC1dney cancer
Gaylord, about 1,000 worshipATLANTA ;- For decades,
pers at Gaylord Evangelical · it has been one of cancer's
Free Church offered prayers great mysteries: Why do
and listened Sunday as the about 4 percent of kid.Iiey
Rev. flm Mathis described the tumors spontaneously disapreunion between Cerak and pear?
her parents after the mistake
Doctors believed that if the
was discovered
immune system was defeating
Cerak, who bore a resem- the cancer, treatments to
blance to VanRyn, was in a boost it might help the others,
coma until recently and suf- · but that hasn't work very well.
fered a swollen face and bro- Now, three new drugs are cUsken bones, cuts and bruises placing the immune system
and brain injuries in the crash. theory and attacking the disVanRyn's parents did not ease in different ways.
begin to question whether she
A Pfizer drug, Sutent, prewas actually their daughter vented tumor growth twice as
until, as she regained con- . long as immune therapy did in
sciousness, she started saying a study of 750 people whose
things that did not make sense disease liad spread beyond
to them, including referring to the kidney. .
VanRyn's father by a pet name
An experimental drug,
he did riot recognize.
Wyeth Pharmaceuticals' tem. She replied ''Whitney" sev- sirolimus, performed even
eral times after VanRyn's par- better, boosting survival ents addressed her as "Laura," not just delaying tumor
Anne · Veltema, a spokes- groWth - in a study of 419
woman with Spectrum Health very ill patients with widely
in Grand Rapids, Mich., said sp1;ead kidney eancer.
last week: Dental records conOn Monday, fresh results
clusively confirmed the mix- are expected on a third drug,
.up Wednesday.
Nexavar, made by Bayer and
Onyx Pharmaceuticals Inc.
17 percent at 2 Ivy League
About 39,000 new cases of
schools practice self-:al>use
. kidney cancer and · 12,800
CIIlCAGO - Nearly 1 in 5 deaths from it are expected in
students at two Ivy League the U.S. this year. Sm~king is
schools say they have pur- the top risk factor. About oneposely injured themselves by third of cases spread throughcutting, burning or other out the body, a situation curmethods, a disturbing phe- rently incurable.
nomenon that psychologists
say( they are hearing about
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Police say shooting preceded
by verbal, physical argument

•
•
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took place," Solomons said
The man fired numerous
shots, killing Adair and
· wounding a bystander, Calvin
White, 25, of Oviedo, in the
shoulder. The shooter and his
friends left the scene in a lightcolored SUV, according to the
SentineL
Solomons said OCSO had
"very good witness cooperation, with at least 12 witnesses."
Witnesses said the shooter :
was accompanied by three to
five friends, who also could be
charged in Adair's death,
Detective Mark Hussey told
•
MATT POLITT/ CENTRAL FLORIDA Fl/TURE
the Sentinel.
Donnelly's Pub, located on Alafaya Trail, was the site of a shooting that killed one man and
"If they don't come forward, injured ~nother. Asuspect has been arrested and so far has not talked to investigators.
they may be defendants .rather
than witnesses mice we identi- da Department . of Law marketer from Miami
fy them," Hussey said.
Enforcement report, said SunSolomons can be reached at
The Sentinel, citing a Flori- day that Gonzal~ was a tele- 407-254-7354.
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•
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Group hopes to attract attention to
ucF,· further own career ·ambitions
based proposal into a fully functional Flash video game that
which the studio described as a will be available to players on
strategy-based motocross game the Red Bull Web site.
where the player can choose to
The team will have 24-hour
either perform tricks during the access to the computer lab, and
course or take the more aggres- Red Bull asked them to·submit
sive route and knock fellow rac- a wish list for items they wanters of their dirt bikes.
ed for the lab.
The game would be played
The team asked for a
online, with multiplayer capa- microwave, Xbox 360 and a flat
bilities.
screen T\T.
The team did not expect
However, the team specifisuccess. ''We did not hear any~ cally requested "no CRT monithing for over two weeks," tors because they create unnecRaasch, a junior at UCF and essary eye strain," Franqui said
team leader, said. "So we just
They're also dreaming of
thought we lost."
caffeine. "We hope they proHowever, they were eventu- . vide us with copious amounts
ally told they had qualified for • of Red Bull," Raasch said
the top five. In a conference call
The goal of Zombie Kill Stuwith the contest's panel of dios is two-fold: they hope to
judges, the studio pitched their attract world-wide recognition
_ game again and were declared for the UCF digital media prothe winner of the Red Bull gram and enhance their own
Build
education
and
career
Zombie Kill Studios now has . prospects.
three weeks to turn their paper"Everyone who sees this
FROM
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•
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game, it helps the digital media _
program," Hodgkiss, a senior at
UCF,said
The majority of the team
aims to attend graduate school
and sees this experience as only
enhancing their opportunities.
''We are trained to create
portfolios, and this is one hell of
a centerpiece," Hodgkiss said
Franqui has already been
accepted to the.digital media
graduate program at UCF and
believes his team's success contributed to his acceptance into
the program because he was
specifically asked their game in
his graduate interview.
As for the future of Zombie
Kill Studios after the Red Bull
Build game is complete, the
members said they have
already discussed future possibilities of creating more video
games together.
"Working with my team
members has been really
incredible," Raasch said
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Bookstore

Offi.cePlus

- Get your ·new & used texts
- Buy your UCF spirit
merchandise here!
- Enjoy Starbucks ·coffee
Study a~ the Cyber Cafe

- Ship your Fed-Ex package
- Buy your stamps here
- We'll receive your package ·
John T. ·Washington Center
www.ucfofficeplus.com

407-823-2780

.John T. Washington Center
~
0¢·
www.bkstore.ucf.edu
b.?,0 ,

407-UCF-BOOK
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Marketplace .
- All-you-can-eat
- Huge ~election
- Meal Plans for Residents,
Commuters, Faculty, ,
and Staff
M'arketplace Buiding 7 ·
www.ucfdining.com

_Q>, ucF

www.businessservices.ucf.edu

BUSINESS
SERVICES

It's Your.ID AND Cash Card
- Your ticket to:
- Library
Rec Center
- UCF Events
Use at:
- Campus vendors
- Veriding Machines
- Many more!
SunTrust ATM Card
John T. Washington Center
www. ucfcard. ucf. edu
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Photo-sharing site
;Flickr is unmatched
0

kr.com Testimonials

Flickr.com's magic also lies in
its easy navigation, siinplistic
design and other key features. One
In the realm of web-based feature that makes Flickr.com
~communities, Flickr.com i,s one of unique from other photo-sharing
r1the lights leading the way down a websites is the ability to tag photos
1tunnel of digital expression. Just a with keywords. These tags make
shade under a two-year-old start- mganizing photos a cinch, but tags
~up Web company, Flickr.cpm also provide for smooth query
-offers its users a flexible, yet siin- searches for users looking to
1plistic interface for sharing digital locate specific photos. Tags also
~images with a worldwide audi- attract attention to images. Users
1ence.
can click on a specific tag, located
The company-;-bom in Van- just .t o the right of each Flickr.com
1couver-was . conceptualized, submission on its photo page, and
1designed and developed by husbe taken to a hew page displaying
1band-and-wife team Stewart But- cfusters of photos relating to the
1terfield and Catherine Fake. It is chosen tag.
lnow rmder Yahoo!'s portly belt
For example, you can search
with more than six million mem- for ''UCF" on Flickr.com's main
~bers. .
page. The search results will dis' The couple had been working play different subcategories of
.on a multi.player game, but when images relating to UCF, including
'their other photo-based Web proj- art projects, architecture, the
1ect began attracting attention at a reflection pond and even UCF
'significantly noticeable rate, they football games. Tags and image
~decided to .drop the game project. clusters are a way to find even
:They then' dedicated all their more specific results for any
1
efforts to developing Flickr.com as query.
.
a web community. The company
Another
popular
intellectual
1
grew up fast and in under a year, it property feature of Flickr.coni is
iwas acquired by Yahoo! and the ability for users to leave notes ,
1
advertised all over the web.
1 Each uploaded photo on on top of images. With a few clicks
of the mouse, users can create rec~Flickr.co:rp has its own page ·i n tangular regions of all sizes that
'Which users can leave comments. . serve as . mouse-over notes
''It seems to be an unspoken rule .descnbing or commenting on spe1that comments on photos should cific elements of a digital photo.
be positive in nature. If you don't Whereas· the owner of a photo
bave anything nice to say, don't say . might make his own notes to bet.anything at all Positivism is cer- ter explain a photo .o r to enhance
;tainly one of the main themes the story behind a given photo,
'behind this community c;>f digital
storytellers.
PLEASE SEE PHOTO ON A7

ANDREW VAN WART
Staff Writer

"I heard about Ai'ckr from Joe CoDver. a ·Co-worker. He and I have
the same digital cameras (Nikon D70SJ, and as we started talking
about pnofogrophy he fumed me on to the site. I started out
posting images to shore with friends and family fit sure beah
burning multiple eds for folks at Cmsfmcn), then got hooked on
surfing grou~. I am now using fiokr as an outreach tool to
ex.tend collaboration to all my contacts for a multimedia instalafion J om bu11ding with another Riclc:rfriend (Noiseme<:1tJ. I have
reconnected with oki friends from college and hove made new
connections with local artists, photographers and musicians."

'11 started visiting the site regularly when I realized I oould search
tags for Germany and Austria (where I studied as a youth and
wos also stationed while in the US 'Army) and see sometimes
thousands of fresh new photos from those countries every single
day of the week. Less than a year late~ I now hove subscriptions
to severol hundred Aickr accounts in my RSS-Oggregator; new
on literally ever.f continent on earth. and am in practicalv
constant contact with one ot another portion of the global Riclcr
community. Next to actually achieving Nirvana. being on Flickr is
the best way I know to be everywhere at once and see everr
thing."

mends

Marshall M. Kerr
Springfield, VA

Justine Avera
Portland, OR
"I love photos as a way to see someone's ife that's a whole lot
less bori.n g than written biogs" I've made friends in here on Aiclcr
and even seen them on the outside. 'They are some of the funntesf wackos I've ever met. Once l met up wifh a Ricla friend for
lunch, a1'd we ran into a third. 'Hi' she said, 11t's o lovely day out.
I've just spent the last 2 days in bed with a stranger and I'm out ·
for a stroll.";

"l actualy didn't really start posting on Flickr full-time until
Foto[og.net died over the Christmas holiday (Dec 2004). It took a
while to adjust to the differences from Fot'91og, but being able to
marlc images os favorites was the feature I most fell in love with ...
able to create my own gallery of so many incredible and inspiring photos by people from all over the world. what a fantastic community it's become, too ..."

laura Watt
Oakland, CA

Gretchen Anderson
San Francisco, CA
"I found Fliclawhae·lwas randomly surfing through the web and
liked the principle to share your photos with other penons. After
I'd signed up, I got addicted to photography and Photoshop. By
now I log in several times a day in order to check out new piciures from my contacts. my new comments and groups' d1setnsions. Fliol<r is o cool place to find friends in the same age from all
over the worfd. l'vegot to know Monica from the US and Anastasia from Hongkong who I'm reoUy friend wifh. I think: thofs the best
effect of Rieb:"

u1 heard about Flicla from Candido Sereia and Ojo Blanco, who
both I know from Fotolog. I am now using Rickr as an e#ieriment
for my own photographic woric. What attracts me the most
about Ricla is seeing other people's work as well as reading
people's comment on my pictures, and the many different interpretations a single picture can hove. About two months ago • ·
there was a flickr meeting in Ams.terdam and there I met some
people coming from Germany, Fronce, Indio and the Netherland$, who came j~st for this meeting. l think people should join
the Aider community for the pleasure of interacting with each .
other."

Vanessa Lamounier
The Netherlands

Florian Birnmeyer
Germany
~1 think photographs ore a good means of expression and great
way to communicate to people over the internet. I use FlickT to
express my thoughts visually and I fove seeing what other people
liave to say with their photos."

•

"One of my friends invited me to join Riclcr, since that. day I hove
been posting most of the days. It's a way of telling my stories; ifs
a way of changing and shoring ideas. It's a good addiction."

Christine, Dye
Orlando, FL
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X-Men short~ shallow, but still fun
Movie strays from comic; funny lines distract audience from flaws
thrown into the mix. If this isn't
enough, two romances are afoot. ·
The compilation of the· many
"Bub?"
famous actors and actresses also
Just as Wolverine's common lingo gives the movie a leg-up from the
from the first two X-Men movies melodramatic action scenes. Juggerchimed in, original director Bryan naut (Vmnie Jones) adds a laugh to
Singer disappeared to Superman the college target audience, as he is
Returns, scheduled for a June 28th given lines throughout the movie that
release.
unmistakably distract the audience
Brett Ratner stepped in to finish from the lack of character building.
off the trilogy in X-Men: The Last
Previously established characters
Stand, holding · absolutely nothing throughout the movie series, such as
back with his vision of how Stan Lee's . Nightcrawler and Jubilee, were miss(creator of the X-Men comics) uni- ing in action, as well as the neververse should be portrayed.
before-seen Gambit.
With significant changes to the
Hastening of Stan Lee's vision also
story line from the original comic led to many unforeseen deaths and
book series, the movie takes on a wasted epic potential, in addition to a
whole new aspect of the spectrum. short rrmning time at a mere one
The entire focus of the final edition of hour and 43 minutes.
However, the introduction of
the trilogy is centered on the most
powerful mutant, Phoenix, formally Beast (Kelsey Grammer) and the loss
known as Jean Grey (Famke Janssen). of many mutants' abilities arranged
Along with Grey fighting against for a captivating presentation.
her own once-subconscious powers, ·
Even with the incredible jumps in
the mutant war and the cure to elllni- CGI technology, the movie does not
nate the Homo-superior are both compare to the first two in means of

CHRISTINE MULLEN
Contributing Writer

.

COURTESY 20TH CENTURY FOX

Nolverine, played by Hugh Jackman, and Jean Grey, played by Famke Janssen, share a scene in the third X-Men movie, XUen: The LastStand. The movie opened over Memorial Day weekend to high box office earnings.

c

abounding depth. · Many of the
mutants' abilities were not exemplified to the fullest by any means by the
brief altercations that they encormtered throughout the movie.
The climax of The Last Stand only
yielded two of the original X-Men
team members, creating an ·e ven larger rift between the series.
The ending of this movie ~ould
create three dlfferent spin-offs for
moviegoers, including Magneto,
Wolverine, and one following the
children left at Professor Charles .
Xavier's School for Gifted Young- '
sters; possibly starting a new comic
book series movement.
What attendees might have
missed during this movie is the 20second clip after the end credits,
which displays a new twist to the
movie-one with endless possibili-.
ties.
For the avid X-Men fanatic, I
would suggest sitting out the rest of
the series to avoid a lack of parallelisms. For the rest, feel free to enjoy
an action-packed, desensitized flick.
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Tuition money will go to
·· ·hiring, administration says
•

•
•

•

••
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money will be used to hire new
faculty.
'We are pleased the governor and state Legislature found
the resources to fund enrollment growth,'' said Maribeth
Ehasz, Vice president of Student Develop1:9-ent and Enrollment Services. "It's something
we can depend on to serve students anc;l fulfill our mission."
Along with the funding provided for enrollment growth,
money was provided for a
three percent salary increase
for full-time UCF employees,

iricluding professors, adminis. trators, and support staff. Additionally, there will be a three
percent tuition hike for all resident undergraduate students.
Out-of-state students will face
a tuition increase of five percent.
Tuition money will be put
toward hiring new professors
and obtaining more library
books, among other things,
Holsenbeck said
·
retyewrtAs
enrollment
rates grow, so do individual
programs within the university. The nursing program,
among the fastest growing pro-

.

grams at UCF, · was allotted
additional funds .
Money was also designated
as financial aid for first-generation college students.
"Given the diversity in
Florida, many students may
not have the opportunity to
access four-year degrees,''
Holsenbeck said "It is proven
that the higher you are on the
education ladder, the higher
your family income will J:>e."
This financial aid money is
aimed to inspire students to
continue their education, guaranteeing successful careers in
the future, he said

2005-06 Academic Year.
Violations· (major categories)
Alcohol
'
Disruptive Conduct
Drugs
Providing False or Misleading
Info ·
Academic Dishonesty
Personal Abuse
Sexual Abuse
Sanctions
Disciplinary Warning
. Disciplinary Probation
Suspension
Expulsion
Location
On-Campus (non-housing)
Off-Campus
Residence Halls
Greek Housing
Affiliated Housing
Other
Parental Notification

Photo tags allow users to
search for specific images,
find new group members
I '

A6

flickr'
You ..
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other users may add notes for
the purpose of commenting on
specific parts ofan image. Notes
are only visible when a user hov. ers over an image with the cursor, which makes photO browsing ' a more dynamic and
interactive experience.
Besides tags and notes, titles
and captions are another way to
enhance the power of a photo.
The neatly organized combination of images and words presented in an art-gallery-like display format makes Flickr.com a
versatile and professional medium not only for displaying artwork. but also for digital storytelling.
Also standing out as a great
feature on the site is the ability to
create your own photo groups.
.,T here are currently thousands
of different groups, ranging from
general themes like "Sunsets"
and "Street Signs" to absurdly
specific groups like "Walking
Your Dog -Leashed Photos
Only!" or "Scary Religious Art."
Photo tagS and groups work
hand in hand Once a user creates a new group, he can request
new members by searching for
tags related to the new group
and send an invitation to join
through Flickr.com's proprietary
e-mail service. Ifthe invitation is
accepted, the user has the option
of sending a photo to a the.
group's page with just two clicks
of a mouse.
Sending photos to group
pages is a way to receive a
greater number of hits on the
included photo and can also
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Flickr.com allows photographers to reach an international audience. Its interface, shown
above, uses tags and notes to organize images. Images are searchable by theme.

help yo1,1. to meet people interested in similai visual concepts.
There are group pages on
Flickr.com for UCF-related
images and for Orlando-related
images.
Registration on Flickr.com is
free and allows users to store
and share a modest quota ofdigital images each month. However, users may wish to upgrade
their account to ''Pro" status for
around fifty dollars, which
extends a user's bandwidth
limit to an impressive two gigabytes per month.
With a ''Pro" account, users
can basically store all of their
digital photos online without

having to save individual photos
on their own hard drive.
Flickr.com also provides an easy
way to copy and paste hyperlinks, referencing different sized
versions of a given photo for use
on an external blog or w~b page.
The site even goes further to
provide advanced HTML and
JavaScript code for users to
embed aslidesho\Y of images on
an external site. These are great
features for those wi~hing to
enhance their blog.
Although Flickr.com is a blog
itself, it is designed to focus
attention on the images with
words taking a clear in second,
place. .

Actors get opportunity to scope roles
~ · on Web before student film auditions

~

411
144
111

These totals reflect violations of the Rules of Conduct for the
2005-06 academic year that were reported to the Office of
Student Conduct
·
·

'fags
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"MySpace came around a
for the posters.
.
'We started a casting page few years ago, and basically
clips taken at various onsite as an example, and now it's the site has been so big that we
fully functional," Wother- · .even teach the effectiveness of
auditions.
The left half of the page is spoon said. The page was it in lectures," Wotherspoon ·
adorned with · thumbnail designed by Jason Blanchard, . said "It's basically a very effecimages of movie posters, whom Wotherspoon refers to tive distribution tool"
which are Full Sail students' as Full Sail's 'Web god"
For more information about
Wotherspoon wants to take Full Sail's casting calls, visit:
final projects. Each thumbnail .
contains a hyperlink, which advantage of MySpace's more http://www.myspace.com/full
leads to a site that sells prints than 80 million subscribers.
sailcasting
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Try the new food at Crispers ... it's HOT!'
Most of us don't remember our college years as being times
of transcendent culinary experience. We fondly recall
last Qi°ght's pizza, eaten cold at 6AM, the infamous
burger basket, or the belly bomb sub sandwich
that provoked a three-day gastrointestinal meltdown.
Those days are over. Now, there are new gourmet creations
from Crispers ... hot main dish items that are quick,
delicious, and full of flavor combinations you just can't get
anywhere else. Use the coupons, save money, and try them all.

Uset:he
coupons
today,
and go
gourmet.

Here's what's waiting for you at Crispers ...
•The new· Big BIG baked potato, a super-sized spud,
covered with yummy stuff like Tex-Mex chicken,
savory pot roast in gravy, and lots more.
•That burger joint doesn't have gourmet flat bread creations, but Crispers does.
Nine varieties, with toppings including Hawaiian, Parmesan Crisp, Spicy Shrimp,
Margherita, and tons of others.
•Then, you're in for another treat with our HOT toasted sandwiChes,
which includes the best Reuben you've ever tasted, probably.

You are what you eat.

Considering a Career in Physical Therapy?
Orlando Information Session
Saturday, June 10th
10:00 am to 12 noon or
2:00 pm to 4:00 pm

•

Comfort Suites Universal Studios
5617 Major Blvd.
You are cordially invited to attend an information sessi9n to learn more about a new distancelearning program in Boca Raton. This program will enable you to ~arn a Doctor of Physical
Therapy (DPT) degree by taking online coursework and attending clinical sessions in Boca
Raton two weekends or less per month.
·

,.

Please consider this exciting new flexible learning program as a way to become a Doctor of
Physical Therapy and enjoy a satisfying career in health care. If you have or are completing a
bachelor's degree and want to pursue a career in physical therapy, come learn about the convenience and flexibility of distance learning while continuing in your present employment

Don't forget ou,r garden-fresh salads,
hearty stacked sandwiches,
and overstuffed wraps, too.
Plus a huge selection of frozen treats.
436 & UNIVERSITY
. 391 SOUTH SEMORAN BLVD.

WINTER PARK

ph ( 407) 6 73-4100
MON.-SAT. I 0:30 AM - 9 PM
~7\
SUN. l l AM - BPM

"®

ph (407) 482-4727
MON-THU. 10:30AM - 9 PM
FRI.SAT. 10:30AM - 10 PM SUN. 11 AM - 8 PM
Rl!QAL 10
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by vi.siting our website www.usa.edu/flex or calling Joanna at 1-866-87 1-3461

WATERFORD LAKES
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To see all our menu selections,
click__
on www
_ _ _ __
__....crispers.com.
_ _ _ _ __ _ ___ -

OTHIE·

Purchase any menu item
over $4.99 and receive
one of our cool,
delicious Smoothies, FREE!
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UCF Volleyball welcomes back a familiar face with the addition of former standout
Jenny Frank to Coach Meg Colado's staff. Frarlk, who was an All-American in her
senior season at UCF, brings a winning attitude and history to the job.
VICTOR ANDERSON
Contributing Writer

For Jenny Frank, former all-American
setter and new assistant volleyball coach
at UCF, life couldn't be any better right
now.
. "It feels so good to be back here working with the team," Frank said
"The moment (UCF Volleyball) c;oach
Colado asked me to come back as a coach,
she didn't even have to finish the question
before I said yes:•
Franks enthusiasm when offered a
chance to come back to her alma mater
was equivalent to her on-court passion
she displayed during her four-year run
here in Orlando.
During that time, UCF went 84-39,
including an exceptional 46-~ mark in

"I am thrilled to have
Jenny back, and I
look forward to
working with her."
- UCF VOLLEYBALL COACH MEG COLADO
ON JENNY FRANK'S RETURN TO UCF AS AN ASSISTANT

Atlantic Sun play, complete With three
consecutive conference tournament
championships (2001-03) and three
NCAA tournament appearances.
In 2003, she capped off her brilliant

' PLEASE SE~

FRANK ON A10

MAn POLLITT I CENTRAL FlDRIOA FUTURE

UCF Head Coach Kirk Speraw moves quickly to replace Tom Schuberth, who left
to take the head coaching jop at Texas Pan~American, by hiring Florida State
assistant coach Mike Jaskluski as associate head coach.
. Sports Editor

After losing popular assistant coach
Tom Schuberth to the hea~ coaching position at Texas Pan-American, UCF Basketball Head Coach Kirk Speraw moved
quickly to fill the vacancy, adding Florida
State University's assistant coach, Mike
Jaskulski, as associate head coach ThtU"Sday.
"This gives me·an opportunity to join an
ambitious institution and athletic program
that seeks to be one of the nation's best,"
Jaskulski said in a press release.
Jaskulski, who spent the last four seasons under Seminoles Coach Leonard
Hamilton, has 30 years of experience as a
coach, including four-year head coaching
stints at Division III Loras College and
Division I-A Towson, where he had backto-back top-rated recruiting classes in the
America East Conference. In his eight
years as a head coach, he was 99-102.
''We are fortunate to be able to attract
someone with Mike's background and reputation to our program," Speraw said in a
press release. "This makes a huge statement about the direction of our basketball
·i'

~---~---

.,
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career with her being ill!filed Honorable ,
Mention AVCA All-American, the first
time a UCF player was honored on an All.American team.
That year, Frank was named A-Sun
Player of the Year, was a first-team all-conference selection, helpf;!d lead UCF to a 237 record and advanced to the second
round of the NCAA Tournament. It is
those creden,tials that are expected to help
lead Colado's team back to its winning
ways after suffering back-to-back losing
seasons for the first time since the 1984-86
seasons.
As a player, Frank was known for the
Frank Fake.
She would feint as if she were setting
up one of her 4.825 career assists (second

UCF Coach Kirk Speraw, left, and former assistant Tom Schuberth argue with a referee during the Knights loss at home to Marshall in both schools' inaugural Conference USA game in January.
· Schuberth, who left to become the head coach at Texas Pan-American in April, was replaced on Thursday by Florida State assistant Mike Jaskulski, who comes to Orlando after four seasons at FSU.

CHRIS HOYLER

Living in
no-no land: A
log of musings
fromabaseballjunkie

American and NBA first round draft
ch9ice, and Johnny Hemsley, a two-time
All Big-East selection.
Jaskulski also had a hand in recruiting
the nation's top-rated class is 2003, and his
experience recruiting in power conferences like the ACC and Big East is important for a school that just made the move to
Coilference USA
"With UCF's move to Conference USA
and the opening of the new convocation
center in 2007, it certainly speaks to the
direction that the program is headed under
- ASSOCIATE HEAD COACH MIKE JASKULSKI
ON HIS MOVE TO UCF
new Director of Athletics Keith Tribble
and Kirk Speraw," Jaskulski said
Schuberth, who was named the 13th
program. Mike has recruited and coached head coach in UTPA history on April 20,
in two of the top conferences in the coun- spent four years under Speraw at UCF.
try and has valuable head coaching experi"We appreciate Tom's efforts here at
ence. He is a great recruiter and is a very UCF and wish him well in his new endeavgood teacher of the game;: of basketball."
or as head basketball coach at UTPA,"
Before joining Hamilton at FSU, Jaskul- . Speraw said in a press release following the
ski worked with him at ·The Univerity of hiring. "He is well deserving of this opporMiami from 1993-97. During that time, the tunity to be a head coach and he will do an
Hurricanes made their first postseason trip outstanding job. This makes a great statein 31 years at the 1995 National Invitational ment about how far our program has
Tournament (NIT). He also played a big evolved in that one of our assistant coachpart in requiting two of the Hurricanes es has been named a head coach at anothbest all-time players: Tim James, an All- er Division I institution."

"This gives me an
opportunity to join
an ambitious
institution and
athletic program •••"

'

CHRIS HOYLER
Sports Editor

As sports fans, we all have this weakness.
It is set on by the fact that we invest our

time, money, and most importantly, our
. emotions, in the games, teams, and sc4ools
we love. .
.
As a rule of thumb, this tends'to make us
do stupid things.
Sure, you may laugh at the middle-aged
guy rushing the empty seats of a baseball
stadium to grab a foul ball, boxing out kids
into the w-.Jl like he's Charles Barkley at the
Golden Corral.
It may seem odd to you that people in
Detroit took their time to go out and buy
raw octopus to fling into the ice at the Joe
Louis' Arena.
But then again, those folks probably get a
, chuckle out of seeing you wear a black-andgold wig to the UCF Arena, tweaking the
,)
lyrics to Val Halen's "Hey Baby" just to
insult th.e visiting team.
Even I'm this way, .and I'm supposed to ·
lose all the fan feelings in me·as a journalist. .
But I'm stubborn.
''
I'm stupid
I never learn from my mistakes.
On two .consecutive nights this week; I
came home shortly before midnight and did
·m y usual box score checking.
There was nothing really extraordinary
going on Tuesday. Sure, I double checked
Vernon Wells' three-homer night and I
laughed at ¥iguel Batista shutting out the
red-hot Mets. It looked like I was headed to
11
bed when I reached the still-active west
coast games.
Until one line caught my eye.
Rockies: 0 0 0.
•
I probably should have known better,
since San Diego Padres' right-hander, Chris
Young, was facing a tough Rockies lineup
,,
and it was only the fifth inning, but I couldn't resist. Who wants to have the opportunity to watch a no-hitter and miss it, right?
So I fired up MLB.TV (awesome investment if you love baseball, by the way) and
postponed resting my eyes in order to damage them, staring at a computer screen, in
an otherwise pitch black room, for however
long it took to see history.
Soon, I became emotionally invested,
even as I tried to block out the hm;nerific
comments of Padres' pl~y-by-play gily Matt
Vasgersian, who demonstrated the fantastic
microphone stylings that made hini a hit
hosting the International World Championship of Rock Paper Scissors.
Young was dealing, looping his curveball
past the Colorado hitters, who could only
,
lift the ball into the vast outfield of Petco
Park.
After seven innings, my hands were
clammy and I was cheering when the 21st
out was recorded 'This is going to happen,
I know it,' I thought, rationalizing being up
just five hours before I had to start the next
day.
Brad Hawpe stepped up to leadoff the
eighth. He had popped up weakly in foul
ground twice already, so I didn't think
immediately to bring the game back up on
the screen.
"DOGGONE IT on the first pitch leading
off the eighth," I heard Vasgersian scream,
with an audible pounding on a desk signaling Hawpe's hit, a double that skirted down
the right field line. I actually felt like doing
the same thing, shaking my head at the
replay.
Young went on to strike out the final two
batters of the inning, which was more of a
disappointment than anything considering
how close Hawpe's hit was to being foul.
You think I'd have learned my lesson the
next night, but then you wouldn't be reading this if I did
I had already watched my dream pitching matchup of the season, when Arizona's
Brandon Webb (8-0, 2.01 ERA) and the
Mets' Pedro .M artinez (5-1, ·2.98 ERA) fired
goose-eggs at the scoreboard for seven . ·
innings each.
A 90-minute rain delay also allowed me
!• .
to cat~h Mike Mussina's complete game, a
blessing for me and other Yankee fans, as
another Kyle Farnsworth appearance would
have fired up a nice ulcer in the pit of our
collective stomach.
And there was only one west coa5t game,
two young pitchers facing off in Anaheim.
'
But I have an interest in Francisco Liriano,

.
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History books change daily in MLB
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Minnesota's phenom who
took the mound that night, so
I figure I'll check the score
before I close up shop. ,
" Top of the 5th.
Angels: 0 0 0.
Luckily (or unfortunately),
Liriano's no-hitter disappeared just four outs after I
tuned in, on a bogus call at
first base!no less. I was
relieved at the chance to get
six hours of sleep that night.
Still, I found myself with my
head in my hands as 1\vins
manager Ron Gardenhire
came out to ·a rgue the
umpire's call.
And as I sit here now, writing this on Thursday afternoon, I have a small window
with the Brewers-Pirates game

' '

p

•

.
\

ing schemes like Hack-a-Shaq
can quell any great individual
perforniance in basketball.
But great pitching captivates. It paces the game. It
makes otherwise rational people become superstitious psychos, refusing to move from
their seat in fear of twisting
the pitcher's karma.
It's why I will make plenty
of pot-hole filled trips down
to a building that resembles an
abandoned warehouse more
than a baseball park, because I
want to be there when Tampa
Bay's Scott Kazmir deals the
no-hitter that I just know will
happen
So ifyou're not a baseball
fan, if you think it is boring,
that's fine. But I remind you,
Kobe Bryant's 81-point game
happened in this calendar ·

year, yet everyone's already
forgot about it. And Phil
Simms had the greatest passing performance in Super
Bowl history, but you probably
couldn't find one non-Giant ·
fan to tell you how many passes he missed that day (three).
On the other hand, ESPN
Classic spent all-day April 1
replaying perfect games and
no-hitters of the past few
decades. They are still relevant, no matter how long ago
they occurred, and that's why
I'll always be waiting to watch
the next one.
With that, Pittsburgh's
Jeromy Burnitz just doubled
off the left-center field wall to
leadoff the fifth. Stupid sign

~Un"-~rslty
Central
of

Florida

Chris Hoyler can be reached at
sports@UCFnews.com
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on, and Milwaukee starter .
Dave Bush has not allowed a
hit through four. I'll make sure
I tell you how it ends up, but
doubtless you already have an
idea To foreshadow, there's a
"-_elay in the gaiµe for some
stupid malfunctioning advertising sign down the first base
line, making Bush stand on the
mound for eight minutes
while the grounds crew stares
at it.
But getting back to the
point; there's just something
about a great pitching
matchup or performance. It's
like nothing else in sports.
No other position can control ;i team sport like the
pitcher. Great quarterbacks
can have passes dropped,
.
great goalies can fall victim to
deflections and cutesy coach- '

NCAA Baseball Tournament
Athens R~ional
Florida State 6, Georgia 4

Spartan effort gives Univ. of Tampa Division II Championship

ATHENS, Ga. - Travis
Anderson's three-run homer in
the sixth sent Florida State (4419) to the finals, where it awaits
the winner of Sunday's Georgia-Jacksonville game.
The Bulldogs (42-20), who
came from behind in three
straight games in the SEC tournament last week, including
once from nine runs down, left
the bases loaded in a one-run
sixth, but did not mount a serious threat again Luke Tucker
picked up his ninth save for the
Seminoles.
Winner Tyler Chambliss
(12-4) stymied the Bulldogs
early until Joey Side's three-·
run homer in the fifth tied the
gameat 3.

University ofTampa coach Joe Urso kisses his son Preston after Tampa defeated Chico State 3-2 in 10 innings on Saturday in
· the NCAA Division II championship baseball game in Montgomery, Ala. The championship was the fourth in school history for
the Spartans, who overcame a ninth-inning deficit to win.

ao
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Jacksonville 4, Sacred Heart 3

••

ATHENS, Ga. - Gimpy
Daniel Murphy returned to the
Jacksonville lineup for the first
time in seven games to spark.
the Dolphins.
Starting as a designated hitter instead of his normal station at third base, Murphy singled once and doubled twice to
raise his average to .401, driving in one run in a two-run
eighth. Murphy had not started
a game since injuring his right
knee against Mercer May 12.
Jacksonville (43-18) picked
up its first regional win since
beating Bethune-Cookman
May 26, 2001. D.J. Ackley (7-4)
faced just three batters over
the mllrimum through six
innings before Sacred Heart
(26-30) mounted any threat.

Lincoln Regional
San Francisco 5, Nebraska 1
)

LINCOLN, Neb. - Aaron.
Poreda
(8-5)
repeatedly
worked out of trouble in his
six-plus innings and San Fran- ·
dsco knocked No. 6 national
seed Nebraska out of · the

ROB CARR I ASSOCIATED PRESS

NCAA tournament.
The Dons (39-22) converted
two Nebraska errors and two
balks by Tony Watson (10-2)
into three runs in the second
inning and used a walk, passed
ball and sacrifice fly for another run in the sixth. Joey Railey
hit his second home run of the
season in the seventh.
The Huskers (42-17) stranded runners in scoring position•
in five of the first seven
innings. Their lone run came
on Andy Gerch's home run in
the fourth.

their 13th straight regional title.
Roger Tomas had three hits
and two . RBis and Jemile
Weeks doubled twice to hj.ghlight the Hurricanes' 15-hit
·
attack.
Miami broke a 1-all tie in the
third, converting three hits and
an error into a 4-1 lead against
Jesse Darcy (5-3). Weeks
walked and later scored on
third baseman Dom Lombardi's throwing error, Jon Jay.hit
an RBI single and Dennis
Raben a run-scoring double.

Miami 8, Manhattan 2

Chapel Hill Regional .
North Carolina 14, Winthrop 4

LINCOLN, Neb. - Manny
Miguelez pitched six strong
innings and Miami used a
three-run third inning to take
control
The Hurricanes (38-21) are
now within a win of earning

CHAPEL HILL, N.C. - Jay
Cox hit two home runs and a
double, driving-in four runs, to
lead six Tar Heels with multiple hits.
Cox has nine RBis in the
first two games of the regional.

.Seth Williams added two doubles and a triple, and Mike
Cavasini had four singles as
part of a 21-hit outburst by the
Tar Heels (47-13).
Andrew Miller (12-2), a can- ·
didate for the No. 1 overall pick
in Tuesday's amateur draft,
went eight-plus innings, allowing four earned runs on nine
hits while striking out six and
walking three.
Winthrop freshman Alex
Wilson (13-3) started strong
but ran into trouble in the
third. Winthrop (45-17) faces
N.C.-Wilmington in an elimination game at 1 p.m. Sunday.

nn
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Tues.Night
$2 Pitchers &
$3 Jager Bombs
Wed.-2-4-1 Shots
Thurs. Free Pool

LINC-Wilmington 21,Maine 19
CHAPEL HILL, N.C. North Carolina-Wilmington
eliminated Maine by winning a
PLEASE SEE
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LOCATED ACROSS FROM UCF IN THE UCFPLAZA
12233 UNIVERSITY BOULEVARD• 407.381.1009
www.theliquidcellar.com
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REMEMBER!
IF YOU SEE
THIS GOOD
LOOKING GUY
YOU COULD SAVE
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Frank upbeat about
coaching at UCF
FROM A8

•

most in school history) and then at the
I last second tap the ball over the net in
between helpless middle blockers.
"That was the only way that we
; (setters) could get credit for a kill ... by
· tapping the· ball over the net," Frank
said
Her Frank Fake, along with brilliant
; passing; solid defense, and on-court
leadership was a driving force behind
' UCF's reign of dominance in the
' Atlantic Sun.
.
Frank, who came from Colorado
Springs, Col., ranks in the UCF top 10
all-time in seven categories, holds the
Atlantic Sun record for assists in a
: season (1675 in 2002), and is one of
: two players in UCF history with 2,000
assists and 1,000 digs in a career, the
~ other being Emily Qµeisser.
1
Coming back to your ab:na mater as
! an assistant coach could be difficult
for some.
.
For · Frank, working with ' the
1 intense Colado is something that
1
won't be new to her.
"Nothing really changes from playi ing under Coach Colado to working
for her," Frank said
"In the end, you're still expected to
get the job done. Thafs how it is no
matter who you are; she's the boss."
Frank will have the task of helping
improve an offense that was ninth or
' worse in Conference USA in kills, hit' ting percentage, and assists. .
This is not the first time Frank will
. work with Colado.
After Frank graduated in 2004 with
a degree in interpersonal communication, she stayed on as a volunteer
: assistant before heading back to Col. orado Springs. There, she worked
with USA Volleyball's High Performance Team in the Rocky Mountain
Region as a training coach during
2005.
, Before returning to UCF, Frank
: spent last season as an assistant at
: Tulane University working with their
· setters in addition to her responsibilities coordinating team travel and
examining the team's academic
progress.
She ·also had to help manage their
whereabouts before and after Hurri1

1

l

cane Katrina.
"My main responsibility at Tulane
was just team management," Frank
said
"We wanted to make sure that
everyone was safe and accounted for
when we got back together after Katrina."
Her duties under Colado will not
differ much from what she was asked
to do at Tulane.
"Mainly, I ,w ill be in charge of
working with the setters in practice
and out-of-state recruiting," Frank
said
''With the setters, I'll be working
with them by reviewing video of them
in practice and in the game as well as
helping their technique."
Her main pupils for this upcoming
season will be senior Leah Alexander
along with freshmen Lauren Wtllianis
and Andrea Youngblood.
Alexander led the team with 942
assists last season after battling with
Kim Clonan for the starting setter
position early on in the season.
With the eagerness of Frank to help
out Colado this season, the feelings
were mutual and overwhelming for
Colado when she added Jenp.y to the
staff in early April.
"Jenny was an outstanding player
who continues to work just as·hard in
the office," Colado said in a press
· release statement after Frank was
hired
"She is committed to the program's
success and the development of our
.players.
"I am thrilled to have Jenny back
with us and I look forward to working
with her."
·
While Frank will feel comfortable
giving out orders sent in by Coach
Colado, she hopes the connection she
had as a player will be to her and her
teams' benefit now as a coach. ·
"The one thing that will be different for me is the interaction between
the coaches and the players," Frank
said
"Communication in volleyball is
very key to any team's success, and I
feel that I can bridge that gap coming
back here."
Sometimes, coming back is all you
need

'

STATE&
NATION
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game that featured a combined 39
hits and 40 runs.
Jason Appel, Grayson Evans and
Mike Marbry each collected four
hits for the Seahawks (42-21), who
overcame early deficits of 6-0 and
l0-5. Blake Hundley (2-0) picked up
the win wit:P. 2.2 innings o,f relief:
Maine (35-22-1) was led by shortstop Curt Smith, who went 5-for-5
with five RBis. Starter Jose Mendoza
(3-2) gave up 11 runs - seven earned
- over 5.1 innings.

..
t

..

Norman Regional
Wichita State 18, TCU 8

'

NORMAN, Okla. - Derek Schermerhorn had career highs of five hits
~d five RBis, Brandon Hall hit two ,
homers, and Wichita State finished
with 20 hits.
The 18 runs are the most TCU
(39-22) has given up since allowing
20 to Oklahoma on April 5, 2005, and _
the most that perennial power .
Wichita State (46-20) has scored in ·
an NCAA regional.
TCU had an 11-game winning
streak snapped The Homed Frogs,
who beat host Oklahoma in the
opening round, IWill play the Sooners
again Sunday in an elimination
game, with the winner to face Wichi- -:
ta State. The Shockers need one win
in two possible tries to advance to. '
next weekend's super regional.
'fravis Banwart (9-4) got the win
despite allowing seven runs and nine
hits. TCU starter Brad Furnish (8-6)
yielded six runs on five hits in two
innings.
Former UCF
standout
volleyball player
Jenny Frank is
now back as an
asslstant coach
under Meg
Colado."It feels so
good to be back
here working
with the team,"
Frank said. "The
moment Coach ·
Colado asked me
to come back as a
coach, she didn't
even have to
finish the
question ~efore I
- said yes."

'

•
•

•

Oklahoma 8, Houston 6 •
NORMAN, Okla.
Ryan
Rohlinger hit a three-run homer and
had a career-high five RBis for Oklahoma (41-20).
Steven Guerra (11-3) pitched 7 1-3 .:
innings for the Sooners, giving up
three runs and four hits. He had a no.hitter until the fifth inning, when Houston's Isa Garcia extended his 10game hitting streak with a single.
Houston (39-22) threatened in the ~
ninth inning after Jake Stewart hit a 3run home run over. the left-field wall
to make the score 8-6. Stewart's seventh home run followed singles by
Matt Farrington and Bryan Pounds,
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OUR STANCE

Students must
ready for storms
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ast week marked the end
miles inland, but class cancellaof the 4urricane pre- ·
tions, evacuations and water
paredness sales tax holileaks the past two years,proved
day, which anowed consumers
that UCF is a vulnerable hurrito buy batteries, generators,
cane target.
etc. tax free. Many Floridians,
Many UCF Knights might
scarred from the record breaknot have realized there was a
ing seasons of the past two
tax holiday, and those who did
years, rushed to stock up on
may have used the tax break
storm shutters, car chargers for only to stock up on AAA batcell phones and flashlights.
teries for their MP3 players. If
The 12-day holiday proVided . you missed it, it's OK. After all,
Floridians with an opportunity
were you really going to buy a
to·prepare, for what_experts are generator?
calling, another active season.
There are some things that
So active, in fact, the National
are always tax free that any colO~eanic and Atmospheric
lege student can afford to help
Administration said there is an ,prepare for the inevitable
·80 percent chance of an above- arrival of a storm this season.
normal 2006 hurricane season.
Bottled water is tax free and
·The end of the tax holiday
is the first line of defense
coincided with the official start against a hurricane. When the
of hurricane season. And while power goes out, the water commany of us hate to hear and say mg out of the tap can't be fil- ·
the "H word" for fear that we
tered.
might jinx Florida into another
This can make the water
freak season, it's important ~o
dangerous. But no worries, a
r~member that everyone is .
gallon jug of Publix brand
affected by the storm season,
water is just 89 cerits.
not just those living in mobile
Buy enough water for yourhomes:
self, your pets and anyone you
·UCF students; especially
might be taking care of, for
those living on campus, are
. three days. Sure it's tasteless, .
affected by what's happening in but it can help you make it
through the storm.
the tropics just as much as
Johnny Surfer is in his island
Canned food is also tax free
beach house. UCF may be 60
and won't go bad if yqur refrig-

What's in a name?
Manatees deserve
protection whether
'endangered' or not
Manatees may no longer be endangered.
Instead, Florida Fish and Wtldlife Conservation
Commission said, the great sea cows of Florida
may merely be "threatened."
·
According to the commission's Web site, as of
April 159 manatees have died in 2006, 32 of those
deaths were human-related Also according to
the Web site, there are only about 3,000 manatees
in Florida
The commission will recommend this week
that the animals be removed from the endangered species list.
"'fhi:S proposal recognizes that tlie manatee is ·
not in imminent risk of extinction and the people
of Florida should be proud of the progress that
has been made,'' Elsa Haubold, who chaired a
manatee scientific review panel for the agency,
told the Orlando Sentinel.
Manatee activists fear the change in the manatees' status will cause support for the programs
that have pulled the animal back from the brink
to deteriorate and that boating groups may be
able to use the reclassification to their advantage
in the constant wars over speed restrictions.
It's pure semantics. According to the state of
Florida, endangered means "in imminent danger
of extinction," while threatened means "facing a
very high risk of extinction in the future."
The words don't really matter. What matters is
Florida's promise to protect manatees no matter
their status-and making sure that promise is
kept.·Whether you call them threatened or
endangered, manatees are still injured by speed·ing boats.
·
Ken Haddad, the commission's director, has
repeatep!y said the peclassification will not
change the protections toward manatees, A
change in designation "doesn't mean we go ~
and start removing speed zones,'' he told the St.
Petersburg Times.
Before a species can be reclassified, the staff
of the commission must write a management
plan aimed at that species recovery. That plan
will be the most important part of the equation
to save imperiled species.
No matter what you call them, Manatees
deserve ot.lr protection. The commission must
stick to its plan and speed restrictions and other
mariatee-protection regulations must stay in ·
place. The manatee population has made strides,
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erator succumbs to a hurricane's wrath. Canned peas may
not be as tasty as Hot Pockets,
but they're nutritious and
·
ready-to-eat iii the event your
stove or microwave is made
useless by power outages.
In addition to food and
water, it's important for everyone to have a hurricane plan. If
you're evacuated you need to
have a place to go.
Can a relative or friend
house you for the duration of
the storm? Or do you need to
stay in a hotel? If your family is
evacuated will they be staying
with you?
.,
The government does not
provide a list of hotels that are
willing to take reservations for
hurricanes nor does it provide
a list of hotels that will take
pets in case of such an emergency. If you need a hotel, start
cCllllng around now.
Find out where you can stay
before the police start knocking
on your door telling you to
leave.
Let's face it: Hurricanes
blow. Literally. But being prepared can help all of us through
the season.
·
For more information on
hurricane preparedness visit:
http://www.floridadisaster.org

but Floridians need to be compassionate and vigilant if we want to hold onto this species.

Haditha·massacre
requires response;
ipquiry must examine
all levels of command
On November 19, 2005, in Haditha, Iraq, truckS ·
were called to dispose of 24 bodies: men, women
and children all shot to death, according to death
certificates. The next day, Capt. Jeffrey S. Pool, a
Marine spokesman fu Iraq, released this statement:
Fifteen Iraqis ''were killed yesterday from the blast
of a roadside bomb in Haditha Immediately after
the bombirig, iunmen attacked the convoy with
small arms fire. Iraqi army soldiers and Marines .
returned fire, killing eight insurgents and wounding another."
Six months later, details and military investigators are saying that the 3rd Battalion, 1st Marine
Regiment, acting in revenge for a fallen colleague
Lance Cpl Miguel Terrazas, are responsible for·
the killings.
However, this was not, as some may claim, a
sole, freak case of war-weary soldiers gone hayWire. The metiCulous1cleanup and cover-up speak
is a cleep problem in U.S. armed forces and in the
U.S. occupation of Iraq.
Haditha cannot be handled in the same fashion
as Abu Ghraib. Americans cannot sit back and
allow a few military grunts to bear the weight of
punishment while their commanders spin tales of ·
ignorance and innocence. The inquiry should
examine the actions of administration officials,
from President George W. Bush on down, taking a
particular look at the recent sketchiness of the
rules governing soldiers .i n the field It also needs
to critically examine the behavior Of top commanders responsible for ensuring lawful and professional conduct and of midlevel officers who
,a pparently covered up the Haditha incident for
months.
·America's international reputation and the
honor of the U~S. military have taken a beating
QVer the past few years. We need to protect what
we have left. ~t's more important, the reputations of corrupt officials or the reputation of our
country?
All-Americans, including UCF students, must
tell the government that they will not stand for an
"ends justifies the m~" mentality in Iraq. This
kind of behavior demeans us all and brings us one
PLEASE SEE
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Emergency Contraception
article was one-sided,
reflected religious bias
was disturbed to read an article in the

Future last week regarding Emergency Contraception at the UCF Health Center. The.
story, "Decision to sell pill prompts students
to consider its morality," essentially silenced
the pro-choice movement at this university.
Only one pro-choice student w.as cited in this
article (and this student was not even quot, ed). There is a large pro-choice movement on
this campus and several pro-choice and
reproductive rights centered groups on campus. My question: why did this article only
take one student group's opinion on the matter? This article was horribly slanted toward a
specifically Christian morality by centering it
on the opinions qf the student Right to Life
group. Why is a publication that is supposedly for the students of this campus ignoring
the growing pro-choice movement on campus? I'm calling on the Future to stop running
articles that reflect a religious bias. Not all of
us agree with the extremists of the Right to
Life groups. Nor do we agree with the
Future's endorsement and regurgitation of
these groups' specific positions (such as the
equation of EC to abortion). I call on the
Future to fairly represent the variety of student opinions and not just the pitting of one
student group against university staff. There

are pro-choice students on this campµs and
we are mobilizing. Don't refer solely to one
side anymore.
-MARLENA HAROLD
NOWUCF

Emergency Contraception
article fair; no r.ight-winged
conspiracy at this paper
· I've heard a lot about the paper's rightwing bias from friends and claSsmates following the Future's printing of a story about
UCF's offering of the emergency contraception pill As far as I can tell, all this hostility
comes from the fact that the article quoted the
president of UCF's Students for Life club and
other UCF students who oppose the decision.
So? The article also quotes people from the
Health Center and students praising the offering of the pill Jumping all over the messenger
when you dislike something another student
says is not the route·intelligent students, let
alone so-called activists, go. Everything isn't a
giant right-winged conspiracy and those of .
you who believe so are making the rest of us, ·
even those of us who support emergency contraceptive, look bad Lighten up and accept
that not everyone agrees with you.
-ELAINE LONG

PLEASE SEE

READER VIEWS ON A12

The Future encourages comments from readers. Letters to the editor should not exceed 300 words and must include
full name and phone number. We may edit for length, grammar, style and libel. Send lettersto editor@UCFnews.com,
submit them online at www.UCFnews.com or fax them to 407-447-4556.Questions? Call 407-447-4558.
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CIERRA LUSTER

LAUREN ROSE

RACHEL COLISH

Communication & Technical Writing

Health Science

Criminal Justice

"My mind is on new, innovative, original ways that people can have sex."

"How to stay cool in this heat. Ihighly
recommend this icey treat."

Micro Molecular Biology

Radio & Television Broadcasting

Entertai11ment Business

'1he new tuition policy for graduatelevel students has been on my mind
for the last week. Ithink it's incredibly
unfair to in-state residents."

"Work sucks. Bonnaroo [the music festival] is also on my mind; I'll be leaving
for Tennessee on the 14th."

"I read an article yesterday about
George W. Bush trying to pass a law
through Congress that would outlaw
gay marriages and about how they
need to keep man-woman marriages
sacred. That really pissed me off." .
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"Actually, Ijust watched the remastered version of the Wizard of Oz and
Iwas wondering how they made the
lion's tail move. I've pretty much
determined that it was string all
along."

(
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step closer to being the terrorists and despots we claim to fight

Constant remakes waste of
consumers, studios time;
lack of originality reflects
badly on Hollywood
Come tomorr_ow, Fox is unloading its downright dull
remake of The Omen to capitalize on a juicy release date and
marketing campaign coinciding with 6/6/06. HollY"jood has
pretty much sold its soul to you-know-who in exclumge for
whatever dough may come from pitiful productions with predrawn blueprints.
·
Who needs to be original when we can just crank out
pathetic horror .rehashes of When A Stranger Calls and The Fog
while aiming to lure in all the middle schoolers? (At least The
Hills Have Eyes remained faithful, particularly to the original's
Rrating.)
After the success of The Ring, an actually superior American version, several Asian horror remakes followed, without all
that pesky quality in the way. We had Dark Water, The Grudge
(and this year's sequel), the tepid Ring follow~up, and this July's
Pulse, which appears primed to tame matters down and spell
things out.
Sometimes, films of yesteryear are begging for a inodem
update, if only.for technology's sake. King Kong is a prime
example of an event film bolstered by such potential, although
most movie-goers already knew the entire story. Presumably,
the same was intended for last month's Poseidon, which sank in
more ways than one, and the only ·r easoning behind dreadful
fare such as The Pink Panther and The Shaggy Dog is that
someone mistook a green screen for a stream of.green as families filed in.
Ideany, remakes should either retell a flawed story that has
potential beyond improved effects or take the fundamental
narrative in a wholly distinctive direction. Films like Dawn of
the Dead, War of the Worlds, and Charlie and the Chocolate
Factory stand solid as worthy entertaimp.ents in their own
right. However, The Omen replica fails on both fronts, with
about as much blood and even more boredom as the original
from three decades prior.
Do yourself a favor and just rent the original or see something' else. When they remake Snakes on a Plane with either
Christopher Walken or Chuck Norris, it might be worth some
excitement.

UCF Web site's expense
estimates way off; numbers .
put students seeking aid,
planning at a disadvantage
$16,500.
$12,426, maybe if you live with your parents? Blech.
That's about how much UCF claims it costs to go to school
14 hours a week, according to the UCF Office of Student
Financial Assistance Office. Sounds pricey, no?
But what's pricier is that this figure isn't representative of
the true costs of going to school, which hinders students who
aren't disadvantaged or well-off - the middle and upper middle class.
Privatized educational assistance companies and non-profits such as Sallie Mae, Wachovia and Wells Fargo may not give
out big loans to cover the full, if hidden; costs of education
and many students do not qualify for need-based programs.
Without accurate or real-to-life figures that are reflective of
the many complex problems associated with living in a subiir, ban, automobile-dependent and booming luxury market city, a
student's ability to perform on the most basic of needs is nearly unachievable. In fact, it is nearly impossible for a student to
grow past the most base requiiements for life Without a lot of
financial assistance.
This may or may not explain the UCF student's disinterest
in involvement, studying or general higher personal development. The cost of school, based on the living situations and
l rising rent prices, higher gas costs and mandatory insurance
I for all drivers is barely what a student can make a month
j working full-time at local student wages, $6 to $10 an hour.
In some cases, students might fmd themselves trying to
cram more hours into the week than physically possible i even without sleeping.
·
·
The most alarming of these figures is the underestimation
of transportation costs: a mere $1,592 per year ... for what,
•
?
msurance.
.
Assuming one is both a good student and a good driver and
assuming it is rather unfeasible to commute via other methods of transportation, insurance may be as low as $60 a
month.
Take the cost of insurance per month multiplied by 12, subtract it from the expected cost, divide by 52 (for weeks in a
year) and then divide by the current price of gasoline: about
six miles a week is all you can drive. That's about three ·
~ roundtrips from Jefferson Lofts to UCF.
~
As UCF increases its prestige, the cost increases the sur.1 roun~ environment !orcing all of its students to live in a:
planning and red-tape limbo.
- ·
i1
But what is prestige? Is it more companies, more favorable
· figures on paper or a quality env4'onment that increases the
chance of a student's su:ccess by decreasing aggregate cost?
Off into the horizon, six miles a week at a time.

AIInost
50%
What percentage
of pregnancies are
unplanned?
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WOMEN - Between the Ages of 18 and 44?
If you drink alcohol, even in small amounts, you may be
eligible to participate in an important research study.
• .Eligible participants will receive $40
• Participation, entirely by mail, involves
two 15-minute surveys

•
NSU

All calls are confidential
NOVA

SOUTHEASTERN

UNIVERSITY

For more information call toll free
(866)-389-8652 .
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1\gains{ Emergency Contraceptive
Pills? Don't take them,' student says
I have a simple moral solution to the debate surroundillg
Emergency Contraceptive Pills being offered on campus. Against
Emergency Contraceptive Pills? Don't taice theOL
-BRIDGET HEALY
GRADUATE STUDENT

Hoefer's article 'Internet Watched?; helps
students stay informed offr~oms
I want to thank the Future for Thomas Hoefer's article, Internet Watched?. It's important for us students to stay informed /
about what the government and the FCC are doing. Especially '
when their actions have an impact on our basic freedoms. f -JAMIEWATIES (
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HOW TO PLACE AN AD

PAYMENT METHODS

SUMMER DEADLINES

Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By Phpne: 407-447-4555
By Fax: 407-447-4556
lil Pel'Son: University Court, Suite 200

Online:
9 a.m. Sun. for Mon. issue

VISA, MC, AMEX,
Diseover, Cash, Check
OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

Phone, Fax. In Person:
. S·j>.m. Fri. for Mon. issue

Univ. Hlvd. & Rouse Rd. behind Chick-Fil-A

"

Monday - Friday
9 a.m: - 5 ·p.m.

407-447-4555 • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
-~-

Now11r111
Monaa111111rn's:

"'

'·Full/Part time

EARN CASH -STAY IN SHAPE. FT &
PT Movers and Packers needed.
Suddath/United Van Lines. Cail 407·
843-6683 or email hroten@suddath.com . .

•Flexible Schedules
•Room for advancement
•No Experience Necessary

DELIVERY DRIVERS AND
OFFICE HELP NEEDED
Mon - Fri: Flex hrs. No exp. nee.
Good pay. -Must have own vehicle.
The Healthy Chef, Inc. 407-339-2433.

·$15/base appt.
•Big Commission Pot~ntia/!

•

•Business Majors Preferred

Contad: Aitor@ 407.869.8485
~

Avalon Pk. 2/2 TH with 2 car garage.
unfurn. pool/clubhouse. N/S. small pets
permitted. $1200/mo. 954.478.7369 or
e-mail @ beechbum984@yahoo.com

Email: UCF1284@yahoo.com

Front desk receptionist needed for
pediatrics office in Waterford Lakes.
PT/FT. Prior exp preferred. Fin, Acct; or
pre-med majors preferred.
Call 407-207-0008.
FT Nanny I Housekeeper needed.
In East Orlando I Waterford area.
Must have prior experience w/ kids.
Cail 321-239-0270

(
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Tanning Salem, Assistant Manager Executive Tans. Ideal candidate will
have retail sales experience and enjoy
tanning. Must be available to work
flexible hours including nights, weekends
and holidays. Please apply in person at
2960 West SR 426, Aloma Ave.,
' Oviedo. E-mail 703@executlvetans.com
or phone 407-679-2230.

ARE YOU A HEALTHY MAN?
CALL 407.240.7878
TO VOLUNTEER FOR A CLINICAL
RESEARCH STUDY OF AN
INVESTIGATIONAL MEDICATION
Men Ages 18-50
Non-Smokers
5 Day/ 4 Night Stay In Research
Center On Three Separate
Occasions
1 Follow Up End Of Study VlsH
Up To $1700 For Your Time And
Travel
ORLANDO CLINICAL RESEARCH
CENTER
5055 S. ORANGE AVENUE
ORLANDO, FL
Call: 407.240.7878
WWW.OCRC.NET

For~le:Homes

(

YARD WORK, SUMMER: trimming,
weeding, edging, mowing, general
upkeep of lawn & landscapa.
Downtown Orlando private home. ·
Starts at $10/hr plus a $5 travel
allowance. Approx 12-16 hrs/mo.
Homeowner has all·necessary
tools. Landscape maintenance exp
preferred. Call 407-898-11082.

administrative assistant for men's
apparel company In orlando
please call 407-967-8593

• Base pay +commission
;;ifuo,,& ~x<l,ing
pa,,t-t1me
JqD
>'iill

Help Wanted: General
Help Wanted: Part-Time
HelpWanted:Full-Tme
BusinessOpportµnities
For ReJrt: Homes
fot' RentAj>artments
Roommates
Sublease

Prr Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!
***www.dogdayafternoon.net***
e-mail resume: dogday@beilsouth.net
NOW HIRING Aquatic Field Techs
***Salary plus beneflta***
Must be comfortable operating ATV's
Fax resume to 407-207-4144
Or calt°407-207-5959
HOUSEKEEPERS NEEDED
Worktime, area, days of choice, PT/FT
avail. $200-$400/wk. Phone & Car req.
Abbey's 407-268-4421
Prr and Frr Positions Available
Looking for Male or Female companions
to work wt special needs adults. Flex.
hours. 407-733-0029
GOLDENKNIGHTSNEEDJOBS.COM
We need Paid Survey Takers In
Orlando. 100% FREE to Join.
Ciiek on Surveys.
Part or Full Time - Appointment Setters
Work at home. Call businesses to set
appointments for sales reps. Great Payl
Call Bill at.407.736.1833
National Marketing Company seeking
Indian/Pakistani reps to work on a
project-by-project basis; the hours are
flexible with good pay. For more
information please call Jenny at
{213) 388-9977 or submit your resume
to jzwlee@atmdm.com.

Career Opportunities ~

A
B
B
B

~

$()

$J2

$18

~ •Pricing lncluqes up to four lioes,35 characters per line

• Offering asuccessful avera_ge return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement availabl!! for O~i'edo ilnd Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours aday

Restaurant

Levy Restaurants is now seeking energetic team
members to join our family of passionate restaurateurs at our Downtown Disney® locations!

91
~

~~~~-·

All locations are currently Interviewing
for the following positions:

SERVERS • HOST/HOSTESS • LINE COOKS
CASHIERS • DISHWASHERS
Apply in person daily. 2pm - Apm:
Restaurants located in Downtown Disney l-4, exit 68

Immediate Openings!
Business or Communication Student
to call on leads In real estate. Late
afternoons-early evenings near
downtown. Call James 407-616-3380
Part-time nanny wanted. About 25 hours
per week. Winter Park family. $11/hr
Transportation req'd, Contact Jeff
(407) 843-2111 x. 401 or (407) 739-5198

ORLANDO SANFORD
INTERNATIONAL Al RPO RT

Front Desk Assistant needed for Apt.
complex in Lake Buena Vista. Part-Time,
great pay and b1;mefits. Fax resume or
inquiry to 407-938-6484

Ramp Services, A/C Cabin Cleaners, Fuelers

3 Afternoons and Saturdays.
Retail experience required,
Dance experience ·preferred.
Cail 407-366-4585

Passenger Services Agents {Part-Time)
Pre-Flight Services, Inc.

Office assistance, some computer, short
daily courier duty to Downtown with '
Company car. 25 hours/wk. Clean DL
and daily M-F commitment a must Small
historic Longwood office. Contact
Cynthia 407.221.8267 or
clewis@medscribetranscFipion.com

. SWISSPORJ.USA, INC.

Rm.!
$9

To buy or sell, call Marla 407-333-8158

Women ages 21-30 you can help make a
miracle happen! Egg donors needed to
help women who are waiting· to b.e come
moms. 6-week process,
$3,000 compensation.
Call our clinic, 407-740-0909

Human directional

Accepting applications for:

Each addl issue:

$6 $4

Whot could you do with
·on extra $600 omonth?

How2 Group is an established Fort
Lauderdale based Dot Com expanding
into the Orlando area. We are looking for
enthusiastic & confident self-starters for
our onllne advertising call center ·
(FT/PT). Hiring sales reps & managers.
Several shifts avail w/ flexible hours. Will
train inexperienced but motivated
applicants. Take advantage of this
ground floor opportunity by Joining one of
the fastest growing Internet companies.
Receive generous compensation
including Base, Commission, bonuses,
daily splffs, full benefits, stock options,
and a great working environment.
How2 Group currently owns & operates
www.how2vacation.com, www.how2ski.com, www.how2buyflowers.com,
& many more. Please call
Ray or Ricardo at 407-740-8033 or
866-750-HOW2 or email your resume to
jobs@how2group.com.
·

ARTIST'S MODEL
Experienced ethical and reliable model
needed for well established
artist/photographer. Contact Julie ·
407-62.9-6308 or julie@jamali.com

at

b1tl
~issue:

·•

Looking for people to hand out flyers.
Must live In Waterford Lakes, UCF, and
Oviedo areas. $10.00/hr. 407-276-2881

SWISSPORT USA, INC.

I

RATES

Rm
ForSale:Automotive B
111rSa1e:Genera1
A
For Sale: Pets
A
B
Semo!s

PT MUSIC INSTRUCTORS WANTEDLocal music studio Is expanding
and looking for all Instruments.
1-3 hours a week to start. UCF
MUSIC MAJORS AND MINORS
ONLYI
emall- muslc.lessons@yahoo.com

***Cheap Apartment for Sub-lease***
Located right next to campus in the
beautiful Northgate Lakes community.
Great roomates and quiet apartment.
Only $400 a month ail utilities included,
cable/power/high-speed internet. Set
up is a 4BR/2BA, call (352)281-8593
for details.

10am- 4prn & 1pm -7pm

100
125
150
175
200
225
250
275
300

~

"'

'

BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18 +OK 800-965-6520 x 107.

• 2 shifts available

CLASSIFICATIONS

Like being center of attention? Prr
workers. Fun attitude, energetic, reliable,
w/clean appearance. Weekends a must.
$10-12/hr. Cail 407-835-0653.

$100 Sign-On Bonus!
Make your expenses more manageable. We are seeking
committed individuals that possess top-notch communication
skills, and outgoing personality and lots of motivation!

. $8 - $15 hour I Average
"NO EXPERIENCE Nl!CllSSARY *

• $7 minimum guar.mteed
• Paid Training

• Weekly Paychecks
• Flexible AM & P~I Shifts
• Bonus Incentives for Extra Hours
• Business Casual Environment

Call one of our two
convenient locations:
Winter Park 407-673-9700
Orlando 407-24'3 -9400
Cmartinez-patin@dialamerica.com

Horse ranch needs PT barn help~ A.M.
Must be an animal lover, dependable,
honest. Clean facility close t0 UCF. if you
love horses, call (407) 366-4834.

2 Red Cleveland Blvd.· Suite 210 ·Sanford, FL 32773
BEN~FITS

OTHER POS.ITIONS:

407-585-4790
We offer holiday pay; uniforms, free
parking, paid comprehensive industry
training; weekly pay, direct deposit and
asafe work environment.

Don't let these opportunities fly
by. Stop by our administration
office Monday thru Friday
between 10:00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M.
for an application anq more
information.

FOOD & BEVERAGE CASHIERS & COOKS
FRONT GATE/GIFT SHOP - CASHIERS

lnboi1nd Calls

Wh"Hfid.
6200

HUMAN RESOURCES

INTERNATIONAL DRIVE • ORUNOO, Fl 32819
(407)354-2085 • FAX (407)345- toos

INCLUDE:

• tree admission
• free quarterly tickets
• colle_ge tuition assistance

• referral bonuses
• flexible hours
• and more

Applyonlineatwetnwildorlando.com,
call our Job line at (407)248-1600,
Email hr@Wetnwildorf.com or visit our Human Resources
' Department daily between 9AM and 4PM

MRY
OPPORTUNITY·
UNDER THE

(

June 5, 2006 • (eutnl 31oriba ::future·

TOWNHOME FOR RENT
Brand new 3/2.5, 2 car garage. Private
backyard gated community w/ many
amenities. Avalon area. · $1295/mo.
Call Lisa 407-616-4622 or 407-737-8299

PIT customer service position with
Fortune 500 company. Must have
·excellent phone and customer service
skills and basic computer knowledge.
20 hours per week, afternoon or
morning schedule, near UCF. Please
call 972.205.6204

(

Private Bedroom for rent in beautiful 4
bedroom home 3 mi. from UCF. 54" TV,
Cable, Wireless Internet. $400/mo. plus
utilities. Call 407-963-2405 or 850-4494217 '

PART TIME HOUSEKEEPER
1 DAY PER WEEK, FLEXIBLE
HRS/DAYS WORKING AROUND YOUR
SCHEDULE. $12 PER HOUR IN HOME
IN WINTER PARK NEAR FAIRBANKS
AND PARK AVENUE.
HOUSECLEANING, LIGHT YARD
WORK, ERRANDS AND PET SITTING.
MUST BE DETAILED ORIENTATED.
PLEASE EMAIL ME AT
NORMA911@HOTMAIL.COM

212 between Downtown & UCFI
Renting Aug 1 for $1100/mo. Big yard,
Carport, & long driveway. Goldenrod &
Colonial area. Call Erik 321-662-1025.
UCF Female senior w/ 1/2 house to rent.
$500 +1/2 utilities. 4 mi to campus, 1 mi
to Waterford area. Garage parking, and
quiet! 321-689-9295

Looking for FT/PT pressure washer.
Will train. Must be licensed & insured.
Must live in Waterford Lakes, UCF,
.& Oviedo areas. Please call
Chr.istina Moore at 407-276-2881

UCF area, Cambridge Circle 212.5 bath
2 Reserved parking spots, 1 Year lease.
$800 rent, $1000 security deposit
Call 321-536-5430 or 407-310-6583.

<

'

Best One Person Business.
No selllng. Make $1,000.00 a day.
$1,995.00 start up cost.
800-378-1169 (86nLD)
!ASTE of HOME ENTERTAINING
is a BRAND NEW home based business.
For more information on this GROUND
FLOOR opportunity, log onto
www.TParks.TOHE.com or call Tarra at:
800-301-4379.

Bring tl?is ad in
.to receive your
$99 move 1n fee

Huge 4BDf.lBA, big fenced-In yd.
Pets okl Avall 0611/06. $1400/mo.
Call Nick Phillips @ 407-810-7622

3bd/2ba/2car garage near UCF/research
park. Formal Living rm, dining rm, lam.
rm. Screen porch, big yard, fireplace.
· $1465/month. Call Doug 407-920-5201

3/2 Duplex, $1290/month,
3268 Vishaal Dr.close to UCF, available
immediately, good area, 1st, last and
security deposit required.
www.homes2viewonline.com
call Susie for more info 321.229.6333 . .
412.5 bath, 2200 sq ft, new home. $2,500
per month. Call 407-697-2481

offer expires August 31st, 2006

BRAND NEW TOWNHOUSE
FOR RENT. Close to UCF off Colonial
and Avalon in Spring lsle.3 bedroom 3.5
baths. wash/dry 407-302-8928.
Rooms for rent in 6 bedroom home.
Behind UCF. Internet/Cable, utilities,
W/D, dishwasher, community pool,
$525/month. Avail. immediately. .
Summer or 1 year lease. 321-438-1354.

Hou.se for Rent - 2.7 Miles

Townhouse For Rent in Cambridge
Circle.
2 Bd/2.5 Ba, all appliances included.
1/2 mi. from UCF, W/D,'Avail Now.
$850/mo. Call 407·310-6583

BRAND NEW TOWNHOUSE
FOR RENT, CLOSE TO UCF,
LOCATED OFF COLONIAL BY
WATERFORD LAKES, 3 BEDROOM
2.5 BATH, WSH/DRY INCLUDED CALL
ZAK AT 321-303-7846 FOR DETAl_L S
3/2.5 + office 2,000 sq. ft beautiful home.
$1395 a month. Many upgrades,
waterfront. 1/2 off June's rent. Availablet
immediately. Call Jamie at 321·947-5678.
Great 412 House for Rent. In Rlverpark
off of Dean, near UCF. $1,900/mo
Includes w/d. Call 321-794-3500
trlshagene@cfl.rr.com

From UCF.412 Family,Livlng, Dining
rm. 2 Car Garage. 1890sqlft.
$1800/M(l. Avail July 1st Call JP@
407.948.3884 (1 Month Security
Deposit)

OVIEDO-Gorgeous Carlllon/UCF
available now 2547sqlft 4bdf2.5ba
family rm,llvlng/dlnlng rm,pool, 2 car
$1975/mo 407-970-5282

Place your ad in minutes!
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

4/2, w/washer and dryer. 2 car garage.
$1400 mo. Call 407-948-8409.

UCF Area House for Rent .

( j
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PEGASUS LANDING
12440 Golden Knight Circle
407-380-5807

~O:,@@[g@li' @@!lYJl!lYJlM~lrlrW 'ii'@ llJJ@[¥
• Secured and Gated _Community
• Health Club Style 24-hour
Fitness Center
• Picnic alid Recreational Area
• Computer Room with Broadband
Internet Access
• Children's Outdoor Playground
Solariums in Selected Units
• Secluded Terraces
• Professional Business Center
with Conference Room
• Private Garages are Available
• Car Wash Area
• Club House, Swimming Pool arid
Sun Deck

PEGASUS POINTE
2635 Q)Uege Knight Court
407-384-6800
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8100 Claire Ann Drive• Orlando, Florida· (407) 381-0500· villavalenciacondos.com
Oral Rep<esentationcamotbe relied upon ascooeclly otatilg the "'l>lesenlalion olthedeYelopef. Forcooecl represertatlon, make refel"'100 lolhe"""""-reqoiredby sedion 71&503, Florida
51ai1Jo, lo befurmsh by the lo the buyer or lessee. Nol anoffe<...,.... prohibited bysfale-.... Pnces. feabJres, ...-.igdelailsandamenities.,.. SlJliect lodlaoge.Allp/loloo, inages
andreodeliog$atetheexd"9Nepropettyofthe-endmaynotbe~witt>OU.theexpresawrittenpe<misSionolthe-

,. Blrfe'must useseh'sapproved lender and title company.
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Room for Sublease in Pegasus Landing.
Only $495/mo. 1st month $100 off.
Lease ends July 31. ASAP. No move in
fees. F Only. 414. Includes utilities,
Shuttle, hi-speed internet, cable w/ 3
HBO channels, W/D. Call 407-273-2745
or email ehab@mail.ucf.edu.
PEGASUS 1/1 furnished available for a
FEMALE in a 4/4 NOW thru 7/31/06 (7
weeks+).internet, cable, alee, pool,
parking, washer dryer,UCF shuttle $695
all included 305-849-1040
Bedroom and private bath
available In a 413 at University
House. Available Aug 1 (maybe
sooner) rent $479/month Incl. all
utllltles. Call Carlee 321-749-0507
TAKE OVER LEASE AT PEGASUS
LANDING ASAP. A 1/1 in a 212 avail.
$550/mo. Utilities incl, Internet, w/d, cbl,
gym, pool & UCF Shuttle. FEMALE only.
Call Antonia 407-362-4462 for details &
fees info.

'
• Femare needed to share 2bedl2 bath
In Hunter's Reserve. Close ,to UCF.
Resp. NIS please. $450 all utll. Incl.
Avail-, asap. Call 321-947-5575.
F seeking clean, n/s F to share
• unfurnished 212 apt in Oviedo. Close to
UCF, very quiet, lake view. $545/mo +
util. 12 month lease starting July. call
850-597-2559

Take over sublease July 06-07 @
Pegasus Pointe. $570 per month.
1/1 in a 212. No move in fees.
Call Kim at (407)529-5063 or
email: kimchim@bellsouth.net

wfemale roommate, New 3 b/r 2.5 bath
Townhome- Safe,Secure Av~on Park
Area, close to UCF. Garage.patio,- .
portch, many other upgrades;
$650/mo Includes all utilHles. contact
•
Peter 321 9_17 2968

Two rooms for sublease Uhouse Alafaya
for AUG06-AUG07. Clean and furnished!
Private bathroom ($550 mon) & shared
bathroom ($510 mon). All utilities
included, Internet, bus to UCF, 3 mlns
from UCFI Large rooms! Call Kim at 407340-59491

Professional couple seeks responsible
student roommates. 4/2.5 Waterford
Lakes home. $450/mo. Share utilities.
w/d, in-ground pool. Short term lease.
• rennis, basketball & volleyball avail- rec
center. No pets/family pets on premises.
Call (407) 716-0313.
Room for Rent In House, UCF 1Omins.
.- 10X8 $325-$275, 11X11 $400-$350,
$175 sec.dep. all utilities included
Call Steve 407-267-4982
1O minutes from UCF. 2 UCF female
students seek female roommate, Clean
!II 3/2 home, $550/mo + dep, Utilities
, Included, lease req., wireless internet,
N/S, N/D, Call Frank 407-948·0647

3Bdl2.5Ba/1Ga Waterford VIiia For
Sale. Walk to Town Center and Just 3
mlles from UCF. Gcited Community,
Pool, Basketball & Playground.
Excellent Location!! $270,000
Call Mike® 407-310-6583

Brand New - Mediterranean
Style Home. 4fl.5+18X19 Bonus
Room + Den + Formal Dining,
Living, Famlly Room. Must seelllln
Law Suite with Courtyard. 2 Car
Garage. Between Econ and Lee
Vista. $439,000 Owner/Realtor Javier
Pagan - 407-948-3884
Beautiful Town Home. Upgrades
throughout. Excellent location. Only 5 mi
from UCF. 2bdrhl/2 full ba, 112 ba.
Built in 2004. Sq ft, heated 1296. $236K.
For more info, call Jose at 407-436-5140
www.joseraulmarrero.com

Clean and Responsible House
in Waterford Lakes. $500/mo.
All util. incl. Fast access DSL.
Call Lindsay at 954-701-3806:

Hey, UCF Students
WHY RENT WHEN YOU CAN OWN!
The Crest at Waterford Lakes is
offering 1, 2, and 3 BDR Condos.
Just $2500 down, no closing cost,
minutes from campus 407-737-0529
www.thecrestlife.com
Winter Park - 212 Luxury Condo,
affordable price. Brand new, pool view,
all amenities. The community you want!
Call Justin 407-489-8127
BRAND NEW TOWNHOME 212.5, ,
END UNIT. $199,900 +ONE YEAR HOA
DUES PAID. CALL TRACY CANNING,
RE-MAX CENTRAL REALTY
407-484-7978
Oviedo-Alafaya Wds 3/2 FSBO $215K
New roof/fence/appl./ home warranty
Pictures at www.obhomeslte.com
Call Cara@ 407-460-2148 for more info

5

2bd/2.5ba/1 garage Waterford townhome
for sale furnished or not. On cul-de-sac,
driveway holds 3 cars. Gated, 24 hr sec.,
pool, bsktbell, plygrnd, walk to shopping.
> 3 ml to UCF. 255K. Call 321-508-6987

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

Bed Set For Sale
$395/set. New In box. Headboard, 2
nightstands, dresser, mirror.
(407) 846-2365
FURNITURE: Sofabed-Queen,wood and
fabric,$150.Glasstop and wood dining
table,6 chairs solid wood,$300. Victorian
chest of drawers, $300.407-252-6841.
Utility trailer 5x10. 14 inch tires. All steel.
.Includes metal tool box. $450. 407-4431869.
Mattress Sets for Sale
Brand New Orthopedics. Never used Stlll In factory plastic. Tuvln Se~ $100,
Full Sets $110, Queen Sets $150.
Can Dellv!!rl (407) 846-8822

PHO and Masters graduates to help
with essay research and writing.
www.customessay.com
1-888-345-~295

Unplanned Pregnancy?'
Confidential, Compassionate Adoption
Advice. Expenses paid ii needed.
Choose Lifel Fla. License #1105-002-000
www.AmericanKidzAdoption.com •
727-823-1537 Toll Free 866-303-1573
FRENCH LESSONS
Exp. French born teacher. All levels.
Reasonable rates. Adults and kids.
Home teaching and translations. 5 miles
from UCF. Call 407-482~2343.

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1. Footless
animal
5. Romaine
lettuce
8. Barely brown
12. Apple or pear
13. Stretch out
14. Jam
15. Legendary
16. In the style of
17. Greet
18. Join forces
again
20. Gradually
22. Horned
antelope
24. Likewise
27. Firework flop
28. Raven's call
31 . Reproductive
cells
32. Lament
34. Hasten
2

3

35. Sports
facility
36. Cartoonfst
Keane
37. Assembled
39. Asian
calculato·r
41. African fly
45. Bureau
49. Dry
· watercourse
50. Cool, man!
52. Hill's
companion
53. Opposed to,
for Li'I Abner
54. Lemon
refresher
55. Surmounting
56. Stiff hair
57. Real estate
parcel
58. Special
favorites

4

DOWN "
1. Imitator
2. Vatican
notable
3. Leave out
4. Fraud
5. Holding
device
6. Dipstick
coating
7. Nudibranch
9

10

12
15
18

CredltFN.com
Shop 4 Your Credit,
Student & Reward Cards,
Visit Us @ CredltFN.com

49

53
$1,000 Cash Reward for Stolen Laptop
HP. It was stolen in the education
parking garage on Saturday. No
questions asked. Call 407-448-2144

56

11

8.· Mountain
sound
9. Talon
10. Make
muddy
11 . Hideous .
19. Protozoans
21. Spotted
beetle
23. Writer
Rogers
St. Johns
24. Pug, e.g.
25. Trailing
plant
26. Lad.'s lid
28. Greek
·letter
29. Feel ill
30. Soaking
33. Tolerant
38. Exhausted
40. West
Pointer
41 ... __
brillig ... "
42. Stuffing
herb
43. Rewrite
44. Actress
Louise
46. Neck part
47. Co_ngeal
48. Appetites
51. Bedlam

Solution and new puziles in next issue's Classifieds

B R I N G I N G U C. F ,,_T O-

TOWNHOME FOR SALE IN AVALON
PARK. Close to UCF & downtown.
Lots of upgrades & amenities. Owner
motivated, let's deal! Call Joey Jackson
at 407-207-loaa for a showing.
UCF Students,
Graduate to Home Ownerstiip,
JUST $2,500 DOWN
NO CLOSING COST, Luxurious 1, 2
and 3 BDR Condos, Waterford Lakes,
407-737-0529. www.thecrestlife.com

:$170/MO .

.;
donating
.plasma regularly
New Donors
Bring this ad
for $5 extra

on 2nd and
4th donation.

············-···············

DCi.iologicals
Find out how thousands of students
save lives and earn·cash by donating
plasma regularly. Plasma is used to
manufacture unique medicines for
peopl_
e·with various illnesses.

1900 Alafaya Trail, Suite SOO

www.dciplasma.com
321·235·9100 '.(

Y0 U

Cool. Calm. Collected. That's th,e feeling you get from UCF Test Prep Courses.
We prepare you for a higher score on the GRE, GMAT. LSAT. MCAT or SAT...
at a lower price. In fact our price is less than one-third of what you'll pay
with most national test prep chains. So while preparing for the big exam is
smart, preparing with UCF Test Prep is smarter. Call 407.882.TEST or visit
www.testprep.ucf.edu. Register online using Priority Code 0804F

UCF TEST PREP COURSES
Smarter Test Prep.

Great home available for FALL
semester. 2,000 sq. It, 4/2 near UCF.
Home _includes huge rec room, large
backyard, and hot tub! $249,000
Daniel 561.371.0815
daniellofaso@yahoo.com

I

~100FFER

9 6 1

Mobile Home. 312 approx 1700sqlt.
lvng rm, dng rm, fmly rm w/fireplace,
appliances in exce cdtn, carport, strge
shed asking $31,000. Joe (407) 694-1623

~-UP . TO

SPECIAL

2

WRENWOOD CONDOS
1, 2 and 3-bedroom condos.
Concrete Block Construction, slngle
story. Conversion proparty, major
renovation Inside & out. Priced from
the $120's. 6 mlles to UCF.
407-657-9604 or
www.wrenwoodcondos.com

EARN

1

·

Priced to sell $232,500
Call Mrs. Wiison at 407-242-5433
for appointment to see.

ASHINGTON PARK NEAR UCF 3BR
2BTH LAMINATE WOOD FLOORS
NEW PAINT 1486 SQ FT $275000
.FSBO
407-273-4046
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Great Investment Homelll
21bdl2ba/2car Ga Home located
Just mlns. from UCF or VCC
Large back yard, quiet
neighborhood, something to
consider wHh new
Medlcal school coming to the area.
All appliances less than a year old,
washer and dryer Included, outside
paint less than a month old.

Sanford-Preserve at Lake Monroe.
3BR/2BA 1684 SF. House sold to
Highest & Best Bidder on Sunday 6/25.
Inspection 6/24 & 6/25 1-0-5. Bids start at
$125,500. Call (407) 415-9747

2 Rooms for rent, right behind Campus,
• Eci>n Woods. 2 year old Spacious
4 bedroom house. Large bedrooms,
backyard faces Woods. House furn,
bedrooms not. Security System, High
Speed Wireless Internet, Cable TV.
LOOKlll
2 bdrms avail In a large house close
to UCF. Includes in-ground pool, W/D,
& full kitchen. $350/mo. + spllt util.
~ Call 407-619-5642, leave message.
Non-smoking female wanted to share
spacious 3/3 apt. 5 min. from UCF. Must
be dean, quiet, & responsible. Available
for June. 445+ 1/3 utilities. Contact
•
Athena- 561-312-3916
Female student seeking ·1 female to
share a new 3/2 town home in Ashford
·Park. $500/all util. included. Avail June.1
,
·
Contact 321-412-2937
1 ROOMMATE WANTED
to share great home, min. from UCF.
Lake, yard, wireless, privat.e room.
All incl. $500. Photos/details online
t
· www.thinkcybis.com/room
-Jell, 26yr old UCF grad

FOR.SALE:
[~
~General

column and 3x3
box contains the
digits 1 through 9
with no repeats.

3 1

1

1 bed/1 bath in 4/4 at Village at Alafaya
Club.
June and July
Call:321-751-9070
1 rm in a 3/3 at Pegasus Landing incl all
util, internet, cable, pool, gym, furnished.
Shuttle to UCF $540/mo. NO MOVE IN
FEE. Avail Aug'06. Call 941-493-0549 or
941-468-7781

... ROOMMATES WANTED***
New 5 bedi:3.5 bath townhome in Avfllon
Park.near UCF,$600/month. Call Gina
727-743-4469!!1
Room for Rent In a 3 bdrm/2 ba.
Beaatlful home, 5 mlns fro111 UCF.
$500/mo. Call 954-649-4933.

~

······-···•···--·--··•---·-·-··~-----

8

AVALON PARK by UCF
Classy 2 story 61312- HS Internet In all
Rooms. All Appllances Incl.
Covered Porch, Fence Right By
• Comm. Pool. $2450 a month + Util.
A 407-891-125RO / 407-33:l6b6l58All
partments & ooms Ava1 a e
Florida Areas! Furnished or
.JJnlurnished. Browse and List FREEi Call
"877-367-7368 or visit www.SUBLET.COM

One mile from UCF. 2bd/2ba Duplex.
Fence. 1Ox20 Storage. Washer/Dryer.
Ideal for two students.
osb32816@bellsouth.net

I;

---<---+-·--~----1--

-··"--:1"······

1--..

•

FREE RENT (no bills at all) in upscale
College Park - In exchange 20hrs/wk
child care. Private studio, flexible hours.
.. exc ref req. Female students only.
Call Melinda at.407-694-1045

~.

---+--

Room for rent, $475 per month
every1hing included, furnished. Pool and
tennis courts. Females only, call
Rebecca 407-701-8331.
(2) - Roommates needed 4/3 house
$500 every1hing included, pool, internet,
HBO eel. 5 min from UCF Call matt
863-698-0177
2 Female "Roommates Wanted for 4/2
Spacious house in beautiful Waterford
Lakes. 5 miles from UCF. $500/mo incl
.all util & high-speed internet. Move in
June. 863-398-6398 or 407-282-7774.

2B/2B, gated, lake view, w/d, water
included, excellent condition, nonsmoking, $900/month
Call 321-297-6756

•

,
2 4 3
8 '_:, ·- ··-·suldolku
, · · © Puzzles by Pappocom
5
l
6
8
4
----+-······-·"'·. .
--.;.·······+··..
-··········-Fill in the grid so
? 9
16
that ~very row,

Responsible roommate wanted. JulyDec. $450/month + 1/4 cable, hi spd
internet, power. Nice clean house, huge
yard, fully furn., W/D, 2 minutes from
UCF in Oviedo. Call 407 967 3788 for
more info.

TOWNHOUSE FOR RENT-UCF
AREA- Curry Ford Rd/Young
Pine, AVAIL AUG 1. 312.5,lake access,
two car garage, washer/dryer, $1400 a

/
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'I ntroducing WebRevalue
for your UCFCard ·.
•

jJ

'·

f

•

•

'

Web.R evalue is a simp_le and convenient way to add money to your UCFCard

)

.

.

·

w ·ebReval:
. ue
.

/

.
..

Go to www.ucfcard.ucf.edu.·
(Fro.m ·anywhere in the worldD

.

'

I '

.

Visit a WebRevalue Kiosk
Click .on the WebRevalue icon · " .
. and follow the simple directions.
· to load t.h e SS to your UCFCard.
'

'

.

•

,

I

'•

.

It's so easy, even.your parents can use it! .
.

)

.

.

.

.

.(Hin.t: Send them ,t he ISO num-ber from the front of your UCFCard) .
'

.Use Y<?Ur UCFCar,d for.food, gear,supplles,
and discounted
vend11:1g all over campus.
.
.

.

/

. Voice:· 407.823.2·1 oo
.. .. -, . Fax: 407.823.3278
··
.
.

.

UNNERSITY

OF CENTRAL FLORIDA

CARD SERVICES ·
• I

' >

,

.

· www.ucfcard.ucf.edu

··
· .·

